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Symbols and Abbreviations
Symbols
A

vector potential

α

angle of incidence (optical convention)

c

speed of light in vacuum

e

electron charge

E

electric field



photon / electron energy

η

phase of single-photon transition amplitude

h

Planck’s constant



Planck’s reduced constant

q

harmonic order (natural number)

I

intensity

Ip

ionization potential

k

wave vector/wave number

L

propagation length

λ

wavelength

me

electron mass

n

refractive index

n

complex refractive index

n0

linear refractive index

n2

Kerr nonlinear refractive index

ν

frequency

φ

sideband phase in RABBITT measurements

ϕ

spectral phase of the XUV radiation

ϕ cc

continuum-continuum phase

t

time

τ

pulse delay

τ cc

continuum-continuum delay
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τW

Wigner delay

θ

phase of transition amplitude

Up

ponderomotive potential

ω

angular frequency

ω0

angular frequency of the IR field

z

position coordinate in beam direction
!
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Abbreviations
Ag

silver

Al

aluminum

AOM

acousto-optic modulator

APT
Ar

attosecond pulse train

ATP

above-threshold photoemission

Au

gold

CCD

charge-coupled device

CEP

carrier envelope phase

CPA

chirped pulse amplifier

cw

continuous wave

FROG

frequency resolved optical gating

FROG-CRAB

frequency resolved optical gating for complete
reconstruction of attosecond beating

FS

fused silica

FWHM

full width at half maximum

GD

group delay

GDD

group delay dispersion

GVD

group velocity dispersion

HCF

hollow-core fiber

He

helium

HEA

hemispherical electron analyzer

HH

high-order harmonic

HHG

high-order harmonic generation

IR

infrared

KLM

Kerr-lens modelocking

LEED

low-energy electron diffraction

MCP

micro-channel plate

Nd

neodymium

OPA

optical parametric amplifier

argon
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RABBITT

reconstruction of attosecond beating by interference of
two-photon transitions

ROC

radius of curvature

SAP

single attosecond pulse

SB

sideband

SFA

strong field approximation

SPIDER

spectral shearing interferometry for direct electric field
reconstruction

SPM

self-phase modulation

Ti

titanium

TOD

third order dispersion

TOF

time-of-flight spectrometer

UHV

ultra-high vacuum

UPS

ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy

UV

ultraviolet

XUV

extreme ultraviolet

YAG

yttrium aluminum garnet

YLF

yttrium doped lithium fluoride

Zr

zirconium
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Abstract

In this thesis, photoemission delays for the noble metal surfaces Ag(111) and Au(111)
are investigated by means of a novel method. The modifications to our attosecond
beamline are presented and the formalism underlying this new method is discussed.
The experimental findings are compared to computations based on a simple model
and possible contributions to the experimental photoemission delays are inferred.
Electron dynamics in condensed matter systems is at the basis of important
technologies such as photovoltaic devices and semiconductors. Developing a
detailed understanding of the involved processes promises further advances in these
fields. At the same time, many-body effects like photohole-screening, electronelectron scattering and transport are involved which is of great interest in its own
respect.
The advent of attosecond science has provided the tool set to study electron
dynamics on its natural time scale. So far, these techniques have mainly been applied
in gas phase. Moving to condensed matter systems is a delicate task for several
reasons and only very few experiments have been reported on such systems. In
particular, photoemission dynamics has only been sparsely studied so far.
In this work, our beamline was modified and extended to host a surface physics
endstation. High-harmonic generation in noble gases with an infrared driving field is
employed to generate pulses in the extreme ultraviolet spectral region for XUV-IR
cross-correlation measurements. The characteristics of the IR pulse driving the HHG
and the pulse involved in the measurements can be tailored independently with
great freedom, owing to their separation prior to the generation process. The
presented beamline contains two target chambers that can be operated
simultaneously. A toroidal mirror relay-images the focus from the first chamber into
the second one. The second interaction region is occupied with a hemispherical
electron analyzer but can, in principle, be occupied by any endstation.

ABSTRACT

XV

The RABBITT technique has so far been applied in gas phase exclusively. We
extended this technique to condensed matter systems. The observation of nice and
stable interference fringes in the sidebands proves our beamline to be stable and
shows that the reimaging conserves both temporal and spatial characteristics of the
two beams. Furthermore, this constitutes the first experimental observation of subcycle temporal structure from condensed matter systems resolved by attosecond
pulse trains.
Exploiting the opportunity to conduct measurements in both interaction regions
simultaneously, a novel scheme to address photoemission delays from condensed
matter systems is introduced. RABBITT traces in argon and on the noble metal
surfaces Ag(111) and Au(111) are recorded at the same time. The former is used to
calibrate our device for the group delay of the radiation and allows extracting the
surface specific phases from the RABBITT scan on the noble metal surface. In the case
of Ag(111), the electrons originate from the 4d band, in the case of Au(111) they are
emitted from the 5d band. The underlying formalism, also accounting for the fact that
the two measurements are not conducted at the same site, is developed in this work.
In contrast to previous studies on photoemission from surfaces, our technique
allows accessing the photoemission delay for several photon energies at once and
under identical conditions. In the present work, this advantage is crucial as the
conclusions are drawn from the energy-dependence of the photoemission delay
rather than from their absolute values.
Our experimental results are compared to a simple model containing the Wigner
delay for the initial excitation in the bulk and the delay of subsequent transport to
the surface. The transport delay contribution dominates and imposes a decreasing
photoemission delay for increasing photon energies. However, our experimental
findings do not agree with this dependence. The discrepancy is more pronounced in
the case of Ag(111) and is partially attributed to a resonance in the sp-band.
In any case, it shows that simple transport alone does not provide a satisfying
description of photoemission dynamics from noble metal surfaces and from

XVI

ABSTRACT

condensed matter systems in general. This is in contradiction to previous findings
with the attosecond streaking technique. In those cases, the delay was measured at a
specific photon energy and no assertions about the energy-dependence were possible.
Our work presents a new technique to investigate many-body effects in
condensed matter systems on their natural time scale. The obtained results shed new
light on photoemission from noble metal surfaces and suggests significant
contributions beyond transport. Moreover, the design of our setup promises to make
the tool set of attosecond science available to new scientific communities and thereby
further extend the scope of this field.

Kurzfassung (German)

In der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit wird die Verzögerung der Photoemission von den
Edelmetalloberflächen Ag(111) und Au(111) gemessen. Dabei kommt eine neuartige
Methode zur Anwendung. Die notwendigen Anpassungen unseres experimentellen
Aufbaus werden diskutiert. Unsere Messwerte werden mit Berechnungen in einem
einfachen Modell verglichen, um Rückschlüsse über mögliche Beiträge zur
ermittelten Verzögerung zu ziehen.
Die Dynamik von Elektronen in Festkörpern ist grundlegend für bedeutende
technologische Bereiche wie zum Beispiel in der Photovoltaik oder bei Halbleitern.
Ein grundlegendes Verständnis für die involvierten Prozesse verspricht weitere
Fortschritte in diesen Bereichen. Gleichzeitig beinhaltet diese Dynamik
Mehrkörpereffekte wie zum Beispiel das dynamische Abschirmen von Photolöchern,
Elektron-Elektron-Streuung und Transport. Dies sind interessante Phänomene in der
Festkörperphysik.
Das Aufkommen der Attosekunden-Wissenschaften hat die Voraussetzungen
geschaffen, um die Dynamik von Elektronen auf ihrer natürlichen Zeitskala zu
untersuchen. Bisher wurde dies allerdings vornehmlich in Gasen umgesetzt. Die
Anwendung auf Festkörper ist aus verschiedenen Gründen ein schwieriges
Unterfangen und nur sehr wenige Experimente wurden bisher durchgeführt.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde unser Messaufbau umgebaut und um eine
Messkammer für Oberflächenexperimente erweitert. Pulse im fernen ultravioletten
Spektralbereich wurden erhalten durch die Erzeugung höherer Harmonischer in
Edelgasen mit einem infraroten Lichtpuls. Diese Pulse wurden dann für
Kreuzkorrelationsmessungen eingesetzt. Die Eigenschaften der erzeugenden Pulse
sowie der Pulse für die Korrelationsmessung können unabhängig voneinander
eingestellt werden. Dies ist möglich, weil die beiden Pulse bereits vor der Erzeugung
aufgespalten werden. Der vorgestellte Messaufbau verfügt über zwei Messkammern,

XVIII

KURZFASSUNG (GERMAN)

die gleichzeitig betrieben werden können. Ein Toroidspiegel bildet den Fokus der
ersten Kammer massstabsgerecht in die zweite Kammer ab. Der zweite Messbereich
kann grundsätzlich von einem beliebigen Detektor eingenommen werden.
In dieser Arbeit bildete ein hemisphärischer Elektronenanalysator die zweite
Messkammer. Die RABBITT-Methode kam bisher ausschliesslich in Gasen zum
Einsatz. Wir haben diese Methode auf Festkörper ausgedehnt und dabei
regelmässige Interferenzmuster in den Seitenbändern gemessen. Dies beweist, dass
unser Aufbau stabil ist und dass die Abbildung mit dem Toroiden die zeitlichen und
räumlichen Eigenschaften der beiden Strahlen beibehält. Ausserdem ist dies der erste
experimentelle Nachweis von solch kurzer zeitlicher Struktur in Festkörpern unter
der Verwendung von Pulszügen.
Unser experimenteller Aufbau ermöglicht es, gleichzeitige Messungen in den
beiden Messkammern durchzuführen. Basierend auf dieser Eigenschaft wird eine
neuartige Methode für die Messung von Verzögerungen in der Photoemission von
Festkörpern
eingeführt.
RABBITT-Spuren
in
Argon
und
auf
den
Edelmetalloberflächen Ag(111) und Au(111) werden gleichzeitig aufgenommen. Die
Messung in Argon wird verwendet um den Messaufbau für die Gruppenlaufzeit der
Strahlung zu eichen. Dies erlaubt den Zugang zu den oberflächenspezifischen
Phasenbeiträgen in den RABBITT-Messungen auf den Metalloberflächen. Im Fall der
Ag(111) Oberfläche entstammen die Elektronen dem 4d-Band, im Fall der Au(111)
Oberfläche dem 5d-Band. Der dieser Methode zugrundeliegende Formalismus wird
in dieser Arbeit entwickelt. Dabei wird der Tatsache Rechnung getragen, dass die
beiden Messungen nicht am gleichen Ort durchgeführt werden.
Im

Gegensatz

zu

vorherigen

Untersuchungen

der

Photoemission

von

Oberflächen ermöglicht es unsere Methode, die Verzögerung für mehrere
Photonenenergien gleichzeitig und unter identischen Bedingungen zu messen. Diese
Eigenschaft ist in der vorliegenden Arbeit von zentraler Bedeutung, zumal die
Schlussfolgerungen auf der Energieabhängigkeit der Verzögerung basieren, und
nicht auf deren Absolutwerten.

KURZFASSUNG (GERMAN)

XIX

Unsere experimentellen Resultate werden verglichen mit einem einfachen Modell,
das die Wigner-Verzögerung der Anregung im Festkörper und den anschliessenden
Transport zur Oberfläche enthält. Der Beitrag der Transportverzögerung überwiegt
und bedingt eine Abnahme der Emissionsverzögerung bei zunehmender
Photonenenergie. Unsere Messdaten widersprechen diesem Trend allerdings. Die
Diskrepanz ist stärker ausgeprägt im Fall der Ag(111) Oberfläche und kann teilweise
durch eine Resonanz im sp-Band erklärt werden. Unsere Resultate zeigen, dass
einfacher
Transport
alleine
keine
zutreffende
Beschreibung
der
Photoemissionsdynamik in Festkörpern liefert. Dieser Befund steht im Widerspruch
zu früheren Arbeiten mit der attosecond streaking Methode. Allerdings wurde dabei
lediglich eine Verzögerung bei einer spezifischen Photonenenergie gemessen und es
konnte keine Aussage über die Energieabhängigkeit der Verzögerung gemacht
werden.
Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt eine neue Methode zur Untersuchung von
Mehrkörpereffekten in Festkörpern auf deren natürlicher Zeitskala vor. Die erzielten
Resultate
werfen
neues
Licht
auf
den
Photoemissionsprozess
von
Edelmetalloberflächen und zeigen auf, dass Transport alleine den Prozess nicht
korrekt beschreibt. Des Weiteren ermöglicht die neue Ausstattung unseres
Versuchsaufbaus eine Erweiterung des Bereichs der Attosekundenphysik.

Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation

Dynamics has always been an important concept in physics and was thoroughly
studied in many contexts. The investigated time scales underwent a tremendous
development in the history of physics. An every day experience as simple as the fall
of an apple inspired Newton in the 17th century in his pioneering work on
gravitational motion. The only “detector” required for this experiment was the
human eye. In the 19th century, Eadweard Muybridge exploited the new technique of
photography to address dynamics beyond the human eye and resolved a question
that was fiercely discussed at that time: is there a moment during the galloping of a
horse, at which all four legs are off ground?
New techniques like flash light photography and the invention and development
of electronics pushed the resolvable time scales orders of magnitude below the
human perception limit. Nevertheless, the dynamics at the basis of important
processes in biology and chemistry was still out of reach.
A new impulse was given by the invention of the laser by Theodore Maiman [1],
soon followed by the discovery of modelocking [2, 3]. In the following, a tremendous
development in laser technology provided the scientific community with splendid
tools to investigate dynamics on the picosecond and femtosecond time scales. By
means of ultrashort radiation pulses in the femtosecond regime, the movement of
atomic and molecular nuclei could now be traced [4]. This field became known as
femtochemistry [5] and Ahmed Zewail was awarded the Nobel prize in 1999 for his
seminal contributions.
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CHAPTER 1

In a typical femtochemistry experiment, two ultrashort laser pulses are involved.
While the first pulse triggers the dynamics, the second pulse evaluates the state of
the system after an adjustable delay. Composing such measurements at different
delays, allows retracing dynamics much faster than the response of the detector. This
measurement scheme is called pump-probe and also plays an important role in this
work.
In diverse technologies such as photovoltaic devices and semiconductors, charge
transport and hence electron dynamics is relevant. Electrons being much lighter than
atoms, the involved dynamics is significantly faster. In Bohr’s model for hydrogen,
the electron in the ground state takes 24 as (1 as = 10-18 s) for one rotation around the
nucleus. Accordingly, techniques to further decrease the durations of laser pulses
were investigated. However, most sources employed in femtochemistry emit in the
infrared (IR) and visible spectral region. At 800 nm for example, the period of the
field corresponds to ~ 2.7 fs. In consequence, sub-femtosecond pulses cannot be
achieved at these wavelengths.
High-harmonic generation (HHG) proved to be the perfect resort to this situation.
In HHG, visible or infrared pulses are frequency up-converted into the extreme
ultraviolet (XUV) spectral region in a coherent way. It provided the laboratories with
a tabletop source of coherent and spectrally broad radiation in the UV to XUV
spectral region and paved the way to sub-femtosecond radiation pulses. Indeed, the
HHG process naturally generates radiation bursts of sub-femtosecond durations [6].
The only drawback of HHG is its inherently low efficiency. Currently available
sub-femtosecond pulses are limited in flux and only very few pump-probe
measurements with two sub-femtosecond pulses have been conducted [7, 8]. Most
experiments addressing sub-femtosecond dynamics revert to XUV-IR crosscorrelation measurements instead. Sub-femtosecond temporal resolution is achieved
because the electric field rather than the intensity of the IR pulse is the relevant
quantity in these measurements.
In the last decade, several such measurement schemes have been proposed and
implemented. Many laboratories around the world have installed beamlines with
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pulse durations in the attosecond regime and mostly a specific focus on one specific
measurement scheme. In this work, our existing attosecond beamline was modified
and extended to allow for several measurement schemes with great flexibility in the
choice of the source parameters. Moreover, attention was paid to allow for fast and
straightforward switching between different types of experiments.
Attosecond science has produced remarkable results in gas phase in the last
decade [9-12]. In this context, the dynamics of photoemission has gained a lot of
attention. Even atomic systems that are well understood energetically, delivered
surprising dynamics [13]. Recently, the scope of attosecond spectroscopy was
enlarged to comprise condensed matter systems [14]. While electron dynamics in
these systems is extremely interesting, its complexity is clearly increased with respect
to atomic systems. Many-body effects such as dynamical screening of the photohole,
electron-electron scattering and transport are at play. Accordingly, only sparse
experimental data on photoemission from surfaces is available [14, 15].
In this thesis, a novel scheme to assess photoemission delays from noble metal
surfaces is presented. The extension of our beamline was devised such that XUV-IR
cross-correlation measurements can be conducted simultaneously in gas phase and
on a condensed matter system. This feature allows comparing photoemission delays
between two completely different systems. In a different perspective, a measurement
with a well-known target like argon can be employed to calibrate our device.
Extending a cross-correlation technique so far exclusively applied in gas phase to
condensed matter systems, our method affords a detailed insight into the
photoemission process. From the energy dependence of the photoemission delay, the
role of different phenomena is assessed.
It is interesting to note that the temporal aspect of photoemission has become
accessible only very recently, thanks to the tremendous technical development in
laser physics and ultrafast optics. On the other hand, the energetic aspect was
explained by Einstein more than a century ago [16]. Moreover, photoemission
spectroscopy has been the predominant tool to study the electronic structure of
atoms, molecules and condensed matter in the past 50 years [17-19].
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This work is structured as follows: in Chapter 2, basic concepts from laser physics
and ultrafast optics are introduced. The ideas are important for the understanding of
the following chapters, as they are at the basis of several techniques encountered in
the measurements of photoemission delays. Chapter 3 presents our versatile
attosecond beamline with an emphasis on the alterations effected during this thesis.
In Chapter 4, the theoretical background on photoemission delays and their
determination is given. Interestingly, several principles originating from scattering
theory become important and this relation is discussed. Chapter 5 contains the main
results of this thesis. Before presenting the experimental findings, it outlines the
experimental settings and presents our novel scheme to extract photoemission delays
from noble metal surfaces. The conclusions are given in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
Tools in attosecond science

The fast development in attosecond science in recent years was strongly promoted by
advancing technologies in laser physics and ultrafast optics. In this chapter the
reader is introduced to the most important concepts required for the understanding
of the tool set in attosecond science. In the first section, a brief description of the laser
system is given. It produces pulse lengths that are already termed ultrashort.
Nevertheless, for some applications it is beneficial to have even shorter pulses and
the laser pulses have to be further compressed. The techniques developed to this end
are discussed in the subsequent section. A quick overview over frequently used
methods to temporally characterize such short pulses is presented and the main
characteristics of such ultrashort pulses are outlined in separate sections. The crucial
process of high-order harmonic generation (HHG) is introduced and possible
resulting XUV pulse forms are discussed. In this context, the possibility to isolate
single attosecond pulses (SAP) is briefly reviewed. Finally, the concept of pumpprobe measurements is introduced.

2.1 Laser system
The laser system employed throughout this thesis is a commercial titanium-sapphire
(Ti:sapphire) based chirped-pulse amplification system. Ti:sapphire has established
itself as the laser medium of choice in ultrafast applications, due to its broad and
tunable gain bandwidth [20]. The lasing transition is a transition of the Ti3+-ion
embedded in a sapphire (Al2O3) crystal. Due to the strong inhomogeneity of the
environment of different ions, the gain bandwidth extends from roughly 650 nm to
1100 nm. The spectral gain bandwidth supports few-cycle pulses, which can directly
be generated by a Ti:sapphire oscillator, usually based on the Kerr-lens modelocking
technique [21]. With this, pulse durations as short as 5.5 fs were achieved directly
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from oscillators [22, 23]. Such pulses are standardly employed in several ultrafast
experiments in the linear or perturbative regime.
The damage threshold of the crystal prevents the pulse energies from being
increased to levels required for HHG. Amplifying these pulses directly with a further
Ti:sapphire crystal obviously faces the same limitations. Indeed, even moderate pulse
energies result in very high peak intensities at such short pulse durations. Beyond a
critical power, self-focusing occurs in the crystal. This increases the peak intensity
further and causes damage to the crystal. In 1985 Mourou and Strickland [24] came
up with a method to circumvent this limitation. They decreased the intensity by
several orders of magnitude by strongly chirping them prior to amplification. No
spectral content is lost and the transform limit is unchanged, but the spectral
components are out of phase, leading to a pulse stretched in time. The pulse energy
is subsequently amplified without the risk of damaging the crystal. After the
amplification, the pulses are temporally compressed to yield highly intense pulses.
In our system, an oscillator (Rainbow, Femtolasers) generates ~ 7 fs pulses with a
pulse energy of a few nJ at a repetition rate of roughly 77 MHz. These pulses are
stretched to a duration of ~ 20 ps in a block of highly dispersive glass. The peak
intensity is hereby reduced by three orders of magnitude. Ideally, all the pulses are
amplified to the mJ level with the initial duration. However, there are two physical
limitations: limited heat removal capacity and gain narrowing.
The Ti:sapphire crystal is pumped with a frequency doubled Nd:YLF laser
emitting at 527 nm. The energy difference between the pump photon and the laser
photon is termed quantum defect and is deposited in the crystal in the form of heat. In
order to prevent the crystal from excessively heating up, this heat has to be removed.
Nowadays, cryogenic techniques are used to increase the pulse energies to tens of mJ
at 1 kHz repetition rate, but mJ level pulses at 77 MHz by far exceeds current
capacities for heat removal. For this reason, the repetition rate of our system is
reduced to 1 kHz by means of a pulse picker. A Pockels cell turns the polarization for
every 77’000th pulse. The remaining pulses are discarded by a polarizer. The
amplified spontaneous emission is quenched by placing the pulse picker after the
fourth pass of our 10-pass amplification stage. For maximal optical to optical
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efficiency, the pump laser is Q-switched at 1 kHz repetition rate with ns pulse
durations. The pump power is 20 kW and a standard chiller is sufficient to keep the
crystal temperature at 180 K.
oscillator

Dazzler

80 MHz, 7 fs, 2.5 nJ

Pockels cell

stretcher

Nd:YLF

527 nm

1 kHz, 200 ps, 20 W

slow loop

1 kHz

20 ps

preamplifier
passes 1-4

Nd:YLF

80 MHz

527 nm

1 kHz, 200 ps, 20 W

f-2f

feedback to stretcher

passes 5-10
1 kHz

booster
1 kHz

compressor
1 kHz, 25 fs, 1.3 mJ

Nd:YLF

527 nm

1 kHz, 200 ps, 20 W

compressor
1 kHz, 30 fs, 10 mJ

slow loop

f-2f

feedback to stretcher

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the laser system. For details see text.

After the 10-pass amplification stage, the pulses can be compressed. In our case
the compressor consists of two transmission gratings and has an efficiency of up to
70%. The achievable pulse duration of about ~ 25 fs is much longer than the initial
7 fs. First of all, not all the spectral components are conserved in the amplification
process in our system. The dielectric mirrors do not support the full spectrum
produced by the oscillator and some components are already lost prior to the
amplification process. However, the main reason for the final pulses being
significantly longer than the initial ones is the gain narrowing effect. Even though the
spectral gain profile is broad, it is not flat but peaked around 800 nm. The spectral
components around the peak are amplified more efficiently. As a result, the
amplification effectively reduces the spectral width of the pulses. Gain narrowing is a
fundamental limit for such systems and pulses below 20 fs at Ti:sapphire compatible
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wavelengths can only be achieved by post-compression as discussed in the next
section.
The output pulses of the 10-pass amplification stage have a pulse energy of up to
1.3 mJ. This is sufficient for HHG or any other strong-field experiment. Alternatively,
a part of the pulses can be further amplified by a subsequent two-pass amplifier. This
stage is pumped by two Q-switched, frequency doubled Nd:YLF lasers delivering
approximately 80 W together. These powers demand for cryogenic cooling and our
crystal is kept at 120 K during operation. In addition, this presents the advantage of
reduced thermal lensing. The inhomogeneous temperature distribution inside the
amplifier crystal can act like a lens with deleterious effects on the beam quality. The
pulse characteristics of this second output are 10 mJ and ~ 30 fs. The two outputs can
in principle be used simultaneously, depending on the pulse energy requirements.
The pulses for both outputs are close to transform limited. An acousto-optic
programmable dispersion filter [25] (Dazzler, Fastlite) allows for fine-tuning the first
four orders of dispersion. It is installed directly behind the Pockels cell.
When working with few-cycle pulses and investigating field-driven effects (such
as HHG, see below) the carrier-envelope phase (CEP) becomes important. The
electric field of a pulse can be written as

E(t) = A(t)exp(iω 0t + iϕ CEP )

(2.1)

where A(t) is the pulse envelope that “slowly” varies with time an ω 0 is the central
angular frequency. ϕ CEP denotes the CEP and presents the phase between the pulse
envelope and its carrier. Figure 2.2 illustrates the waveforms of two few-cycle pulses
that differ only in the CEP. A very important feature of our laser system is the ability
to stabilize the CEP [26] of both output beams, one at the time. This stabilization
scheme involves two loops. In a fast loop, the output of the oscillator is CEP
stabilized. More precisely, the CEP frequency is controlled such that it corresponds
to a quarter of the oscillator repetition rate. Every fourth pulse results with the same
CEP, which is sufficient as the pulse picker only keeps every 77’000th pulse. The
detection of the CEP frequency is based on difference frequency generation and the
feedback is given to an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) in the pump beam.
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At this point, it is worth noting that the CEP is stabilized without knowing its
absolute value. In an experiment the actual value is chosen such as to optimize a

field strength (arb. units)

desired parameter.
1.0
0.5

CEP = /2
CEP = 0

0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

time (fs)
Figure 2.2: CEP effect on few-cycle pulses. The two waveforms only differ in
the value of the CEP. For very short pulses, the maximal field strength
shows a pronounced difference between the extreme cases of a cosine pulse
(CEP=0) and a sine pulse (CEP=π/2). Field driven effects such as HHG exhibit a
strong sensitivity to this effect.

The fast loop is complemented by a much slower loop that compensates for drifts
during the amplification process. The measurement of the CEP is done with a
traditional f-2f interferometer (Menlo Systems) and the feedback is given to a
wedged part of a glass block in the stretcher. Under optimal conditions, a phase
noise of the order of 100 mrad is achieved.

2.2 Pulse compression
For many applications and in particular for all standard techniques to generate SAPs,
few-cycle pulses are required. As mentioned above, gain narrowing prevents the
generation of few-cycle pulses directly from amplifier systems. The pulses are
already close to transform-limited and further flattening the spectral phase will not
substantially shorten the pulses. In consequence, the spectral width of the pulses has
to be increased; that is new frequency components have to be generated. From
fundamental optics it is known that linear effects do not modify the spectrum.
Therefore, nonlinear effects have to be adopted. There is a zoo of nonlinear effects in
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optics but the discussion will be limited to the dominating effect of self-phase
modulation (SPM). SPM is a third order process and is easily understood in the time
domain. At high intensities the refractive index acquires a term that depends on the
instantaneous intensity of the field

n = n0 + n2 I

(2.2)

where n2 is referred to as Kerr nonlinearity.
Different portions of the pulse experience different refractive indices, resulting in
a distortion of the (temporal) phase of the pulse. Due to the fact that the
instantaneous angular frequency is given by the derivative of the phase, this
corresponds to the generation of new frequency components in the spectral domain
(spectral broadening). The instantaneous angular frequency is given by

ω (t) = ω 0 − n2 k0 L

dI(t)
dt

(2.3)

where ω 0 is the central angular frequency.
With the increased spectral width, the transform-limit of the pulse decreases.
Although, this does not automatically imply shorter pulses. In general, the spectral
phase of the pulse has to be compensated for higher order terms to approach the
transform-limit and significantly decrease the pulse length (see Section 2.3.1). For this
purpose, specifically designed mirrors with different reflection phases for different
spectral components are employed. Owing to their behavior, they are termed chirped
mirrors and usually compensate for the second, the third and in some cases even for
the fourth order of dispersion.
Equation (2.3) indicates that the spectral broadening increases with increasing
peak intensity I and interaction length L . In addition, a medium with high Kerr
nonlinearity n2 is beneficial. Accordingly, high intensity over a considerable length
is desirable. During this thesis, two different approaches were implemented: hollowcore fiber compression and filament compression. They are discussed in the
following.
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2.2.1 Hollow-core fiber compression
When focusing a pulse in free space, an increasing intensity (tight focusing) connects
with a decreasing interaction length (increasing divergence). Rather than optimizing
both, one is forced to find a compromise. This limitation is overcome by the use of a
confining structure. For pulses with moderate peak powers (up to several MW1)
conventional fibers are a proper choice. The power levels delivered by our laser
system are far beyond the damage threshold of these fibers. Nisoli et al. [27]proposed
using a glass capillary for the confinement and fill its interior with a suitable gas to
achieve spectral broadening. In this context the term hollow-core fiber (HCF) was
introduced. In contrast to conventional fibers, the beam is not properly guided by
total internal reflection as the refractive index of the “core” is lower than in the
“cladding”. Even though the internal reflection is not perfect, the rays impinge on the
gas-glass interface under a very flat angle and are reflected efficiently, resulting in
low losses.
Free electrons arising from the ionization of the gas medium by the laser pulse,
distort the pulse both temporally and spatially. Therefore, it is important to keep the
density of free electrons below a certain level by an appropriate choice of the gas.
Noble gases are preferentially used. They only exhibit moderate Kerr nonlinearities
but tolerate high peak intensities. An important feature of the HCF compression
technique is the fact that the nonlinear medium can be exchanged without altering
the optical setup. Moreover, the pressure offers a straightforward control of the
spectral broadening. Owing to the occurrence of self-focusing, the pressure cannot be
indefinitely increased without experiencing a significant decrease in transmission.
The fiber length influences the spectral broadening in a similar way. The longer the
fiber, the longer the interaction length and the more spectral broadening occurs. Yet,
this comes at the expense of decreased transmission efficiency. Typical lengths for
HCFs are 60 cm – 2 m. Vozzi et al. have written a comprehensive overview on the
design criteria for HCF compressors [28].
The HCF technique has so far produced the few-cycle pulses with the highest
peak intensities. Bohman et al. obtained 5.0 fs pulses with 5.0 mJ pulse energy in
helium [29]. Additionally, in case of optimal coupling, the HCF presents the benefit
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 The limit is given by the critical power for self-focusing. Compare with Section 2.3.2
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of a nice beam profile, largely insensitive to pressure changes. On the downside, the
coupling into the HCF is rather tedious and requires excellent stability of the beam
pointing.

2.2.2 Filament compression
In 2004, Hauri et al. [30] observed considerable spectral broadening even in the
absence of any guiding structure. When focusing an intense laser pulse into a
gaseous medium, filamentation can occur. The exact origin of filamentation is still
under debate [31]. The conventional theory attributes it to the interplay between selffocusing and the plasma defocusing due to the free electrons. In any case, an
extended interaction region with high intensity is achieved and substantial spectral
broadening occurs.
The sensitivity to alignment is much reduced with this technique and the spectral
broadening can be adjusted, to some extent, over the pressure like for HCF
compression. The disadvantage is the chaotic aspect of filamentation: a minor change
in the parameters of the input beam often causes major changes in the output beam.
For too high pulse energies, the filament breaks up into several filaments, precluding
the possibility to properly compress the pulses. As our experiments were conducted
with relatively low intensities, the filament compression technique in argon was
favored for its ease of alignment.

2.3 Characteristics of ultrashort laser pulses
Both linear and nonlinear effects can affect the characteristics of ultrashort laser
pulses. Moving to compressed few-cycle pulses makes these effects even more
pronounced. We distinguish between dispersion that is a linear effect and any other
nonlinear effect that depends on the pulse intensity. The two cases are discussed in
the following.

2.3.1 Dispersion
In optics, the effect of dispersion is normally perceived as a wavelength-dependent
refraction, like in the famous example of a prism. With ultrashort pulses, an
additional effect of the frequency dependent refractive index becomes apparent.
During the propagation through a dispersive medium of length L , each spectral
component acquires a different spectral phase ϕ (ω ) according to
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(2.4)

This frequency-dependent spectral phase has implications on the temporal aspect of
the pulse. The spectral phase ϕ (ω ) is expanded in a Taylor expansion as
1
1
ϕ (ω ) = ϕ (ω 0 ) + ϕ '(ω 0 )⋅(ω − ω 0 ) + ϕ ''(ω 0 )⋅(ω − ω 0 )2 + ϕ '''(ω 0 )⋅(ω − ω 0 )3 + ... (2.5)
2
6

here ϕ '(ω 0 ) is the first derivative of ϕ (ω ) with respect to ω evaluated at ω 0 . It is
known from Fourier theory that the constant term results in an overall phase of the
pulse. The linear term corresponds to a delay of the pulse with respect to
propagation in vacuum. Only the second and higher order terms affect the temporal
structure of the pulse. The lowest orders together with their denomination and their
effect on the temporal structure of the pulse are presented in the table below.
Term

Name

Effect

ϕ (ω 0 )

---

overall phase, affects CEP

ϕ '(ω 0 )

group delay (GD)

ϕ ''(ω 0 )

ϕ '''(ω 0 )

group delay dispersion

pulse delay

(GDD)1

third order dispersion (TOD)

pulse lengthening
pulse distortion, pulse lengthening

Table 2.1: Lowest orders in spectral phase with name and effect on pulse
shape

For a given spectrum, the pulse duration is minimal if the phase ϕ (ω ) does not
contain terms higher than first order. Such a pulse is called transform-limited. Upon
propagation through a dispersive medium, a transform-limited Gaussian pulse of
initial FWHM duration τ is stretched by a factor

⎛
d 2ϕ ⎞
⎜ 4ln2 dω 2 ⎟
τ′
= 1+ ⎜
⎟
τ
τ2
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠

2

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Sometimes the term group velocity dispersion (GVD) is found in literature. It
stands for d 2 k / dω 2 and corresponds to the GDD per unit medium length.

(2.6)
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For strong dispersion and short pulses, the new pulse duration approximately
grows linear with the GDD. This expression illustrates that the pulse lengthening
strongly depends on the initial pulse length1. The process of pulse lengthening can be
understood by considering the effect of the GDD. Every spectral component takes a
different time to propagate through the medium and they are no longer
synchronized when leaving the medium. Such a pulse is chirped, that is the
instantaneous frequency becomes time-dependent. Clearly, such a pulse is longer
than for the situation where all spectral components are in phase.
With the considerable spectral widths of our pulses, this effect cannot be
neglected and also third order effects need to be considered. Fused silica (FS) being a
low dispersive medium at the Ti:sapphire wavelengths, still exhibits a GDD of 35 fs2
for a thickness of 1 mm. This corresponds to a doubling of the pulse length when
propagating a 5 fs pulse through a 500 µm thick FS plate. It becomes evident that
careful dispersion management is crucial in order to achieve minimally short pulses
at the experiment site. The described dispersion effects arise from the spectral width
of the employed pulses and do not depend on the intensity. There are, however,
many additional effects that are caused by the high peak intensity/peak power in
these pulses, as discussed in the following.

2.3.2 Nonlinear optical effects
With the exception of pulse compression and frequency conversion, nonlinear effects
are generally undesirable. For transmissive optics such as lenses, beam splitters,
wedges and windows, SPM is an issue. Not only does it broaden the spectrum but it
also distorts the phase, resulting in undesired temporal structures. In the design of
optical setups with ultrashort pulses, the B integral is computed to assess the
influence of SPM
2π
(2.7)
B=
n I(z)dz
λ ∫ 2
The B integral computes the nonlinear phase shift upon propagation through the
medium. As long as it is clearly below 1, SPM is negligible. Since the nonlinear
contribution to the refractive index ( n2 I ) depends on the intensity, this effect can be
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 (2.6) is only applicable to initially transform-limited pulses. This means that the
pulse lengthening is dictated by the spectral extent of the pulse.
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mitigated by increasing the beam size. Accordingly, the beam diameter of the highenergy pulse from our laser system is much larger than for the low-energy pulse.
In contrast, the onset of self-focusing does not depend on the peak intensity but
on the peak power. Self-focusing also stems from the Kerr nonlinearity in the
refractive index as described in equation (2.2). The spatial inhomogeneity in the
intensity distribution entails a spatial inhomogeneity of the refractive index. Much
like a lens, the phase accumulated in the center is bigger than the phase accumulated
in the outer part of the beam. At the critical power, the self-focusing effect exactly
balances the natural divergence of the beam1. It is given as [32]
Pcr ≈

λ2
2π n0 n2

(2.8)

For too strong self-focusing, the beam can get too small and possibly exceed the
damage threshold of the medium. Moreover, this effect can be deleterious to the
beam quality.

2.4 Temporal characterization of ultrashort laser pulses
The pulse durations encountered in attosecond science are orders of magnitude too
short for direct measurement in the time domain. Instead, they are measured in the
spectral domain and subsequently Fourier transformed to obtain the temporal profile.
The spectral amplitude is a complex quantity and the phase is crucial for the pulse
duration. With a spectrometer, the modulus squared of the spectral amplitude
(spectral intensity) is measured but its phase cannot be accessed. An additional
measurement has to provide the phase information. The standard approach in any
field of physics to access phase information is interferometry.
In the past years, many different techniques have been proposed to perform this
task. The most amply employed methods for pulse characterization of ultrashort or
even few-cycle pulses are briefly explained in this section. This will also facilitate the
understanding of attosecond delay measurements, as several methods used in that
context have their origins in the schemes described here.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 For smaller beams the intensity is higher but the divergence is bigger. These two
effects cancel out so that this criterion makes an assertion about the peak power.
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2.4.1 FROG
Autocorrelation measurements [33] yield the duration of a pulse but no information
about the spectral phase is obtained. In the context of dispersion management, this
information is essential and autocorrelation is seldom used to characterize few-cycle
pulses. Kane and Trebino introduced the frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) [34]
technique where the (spectrally integrating) detector of the autocorrelator is replaced
by a spectrometer. Two replicas of the pulse to be characterized are sent through an
interferometer and recombined in an instantaneously responding nonlinear medium.
The resulting spectrum is recorded for different delays between the two replicas. The
method is termed optical gating because one pulse is considered as an optical gate. In
the original work by Kane and Trebino, one replica formed an electronic Kerr optical
gate. An optical gating scheme yields a spectrogram of the following form
S(ω , τ ) =

∫

∞

−∞

E(t)G(t + τ )eiω t dt

2

(2.9)

where E(t) represents the field to be characterized and G(t) is the gate function. In
most implementations of the FROG scheme, this gate function is directly derived
from the pulse itself. However, the gate function does not need to be known. Both
the field E(t) and the gate function G(t) are retrieved from the spectrogram S(ω , τ ) .
Iterative algorithms like the principal component generalized projections algorithm
[35] perform this task. A comprehensive overview on the FROG method and its
various implementations is given in [36]. The expression (2.9) will play an important
role in Section 4.2.2 when the attosecond streaking technique is introduced.

2.4.2 SPIDER
An alternative approach was developed by Iaconis and Walmsley and termed
spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER) [37, 38].
SPIDER is a self-referencing interferometric technique and relies on spectral
interferometry of the test pulse with a spectrally sheared version of itself. A strongly
stretched pulse interacts with two delayed replicas of the test pulse in a nonlinear
medium. The two pulses perceive unequal instantaneous frequencies from the
stretched pulse and are spectrally shifted by a different amount.
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As a result, spectral components that differ by Ω = Ω1 − Ω2 interfere on the
spectrometer. Knowing the fundamental spectrum of the pulse and the exact delay
(from a calibration measurement), the phase difference between spectral components
differing by Ω is retrieved. The total spectral phase is obtained by concatenation of
the retrieved differences. For further details about the calibration and the choice of
appropriate parameters, the reader is referred to [37]. The inversion method in
SPIDER is noniterative and therefore less error prone. Moreover, no scanning like in
FROG is required. During this thesis, all pulse duration measurements were
performed with the SPIDER technique.
(2)

spectrometer

Figure 2.3: SPIDER scheme. Two delayed replicas of the test pulse are
upconverted by a strongly stretched version of the pulse and spectrally
interfere on the spectrometer.

2.5 High-harmonic generation
Recent results [39] suggest that sub-femtosecond pulses can be achieved with an
extremely broad (coherent) spectrum ranging from the ultraviolet to the infrared. Yet,
employing higher frequencies renders this task much easier, as the period of a field
cycle becomes shorter. High-harmonic generation (HHG) in gas phase has become
the tool of choice for frequency upconversion from the visible and the infrared to the
extreme ultraviolet (XUV). HHG in gas phase was first observed in 1987 by
McPherson et al. [40]. They irradiated different noble gas atoms with highly intense
pulses in the ultraviolet (248 nm). Only a year later, Ferray et al. [41] reported HHG
in argon and xenon using a Nd:YAG laser emitting at 1064 nm. In the meantime,
HHG has been studied in several media. There is ongoing work to optimize the
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conversion efficiency and extend the achievable photon energies. In parallel, the field
of high-harmonic spectroscopy has emerged, where HHG is used to map atomic and
molecular orbitals and investigate their dynamics [42]. In the framework of this
thesis, HHG served as a tool and simple noble gases atoms were used exclusively as
the generation medium. The following discussion on HHG will be restrained to its
most important aspects.
In ordinary nonlinear optics, the efficiency of a multi-photon process decreases
exponentially with the order of the process. As an example, in the absence of
resonances the probability for a transition involving n photons scales as σ n if σ is
the absorption cross-section for one photon. In HHG this tendency is interrupted at
some harmonic order and a vast range of harmonics are generated with comparable
intensities. Owing to its shape, this energy range is referred to as the plateau. For even
higher harmonics the yield diminishes exponentially. The onset of this decrease is
termed cutoff. Figure 2.4 illustrates this situation.
perturbative

spectral density

h

max

Ip

Ekin,max

plateau
cutoff

3
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9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31

harmonic order
Figure 2.4: Characteristic spectrum for HHG on the single-atom level. The
photon yield remains constant over an extended photon energy range. In the
cutoff, the intensity decreases exponentially.

In order to understand the process of HHG, the single-atom response and
ensemble effects like phase matching have to be considered. The former is sufficient
to explain the shape of the generated spectrum. The latter explains the directionality
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of the emission and is an important knob for controlling the macroscopically
generated spectrum.

2.5.1 Single-atom response
The emission of harmonic radiation takes place at the atomic level. This process is
conveniently described by the semi-classical three-step model proposed by Corkum
[43]. The three-step model describes the emission of harmonics in the following
steps:
1. Tunnel ionization of the atom
2. Field-driven acceleration in the continuum
3. Recombination with the parent ion and emission of a photon
The semi-classical nature of this model becomes readily apparent: while
tunneling in the first step is a purely quantum-mechanical phenomenon, the second
step is treated in classical mechanics. The recombination again requires a quantum
mechanical description. The three steps are outlined in Figure 2.5.

h
perturbed
potential

Ip

3
recombination

2
acceleration in
the laser field

unperturbed
potential
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ground
state

Ekin

etunneling
1

laser potential

Figure 2.5: Three-step model. The strong laser field distorts the atomic
potential and tunneling becomes possible. Once in the continuum, the
electron is accelerated by the laser field, gains kinetic energy and is driven
back to the parent ion. Finally, the electron can recombine and emit its
excess energy in the form of a high-energy photon.

In the first step, the driving field bends the atomic potential and an electron can
tunnel through the arising barrier. For significant tunneling, the interatomic field and
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the driving field need to be of comparable strength. At optical frequencies, this
corresponds to ~ 1014 W/cm2. This first step plays a crucial role in the overall
efficiency. If the driving field is too weak, only few electrons emerge into the
continuum and hardly any harmonic radiation is emitted. For too strong driving
fields, depletion of the neutral atoms by the leading edge of the pulse occurs. In
consequence, the remaining part of the pulse can only generate further harmonic
radiation by ionizing the ions. Due to the increased ionization potential this is
generally much harder and HHG is mostly quenched.
In the second step, the laser field accelerates the electron. The acceleration of the
electron is usually described using classical mechanics with the central concept of
trajectories. The phase of the driving field at which the electron is released into the
continuum determines which trajectory the electron follows. For some phases, the
electron does not return to the parent ion during the subsequent laser cycle. Owing
to quantum diffusion of the electron wave-packet, these trajectories only contribute
negligibly to the overall signal. The important trajectories are the ones where the
electron is released between the field maximum and the subsequent zero-crossing of
the field (see Figure 2.6). They soon return to the vicinity of the parent ion and
exhibit a considerable probability to recombine. In allusion to the excursion time in
the continuum, the long and the short trajectories are distinguished. Typical excursion
lengths in HHG are of the order of 10 Å under our experimental conditions.
Performing the (classical) computation of the electron energy at the moment of
return to the parent ion reveals two important results: the accessible energies span a
rather large range and to most of the emitted photon energies a short and a long
trajectory is attributed (Figure 2.6). At the cutoff, this last statement no longer holds
and only a single trajectory exists. For two different trajectories producing photons of
the same energy, the moment of return and thus also the moment of emission of the
photon is different. When aiming at maximally short pulses this is a disturbance. The
divergence of the beam emitted by the long trajectory is larger than in the short
trajectory case. In addition, due to the different recombination times, phase matching
conditions differ for the two trajectories. Phase matching is a valuable tool to select
only one type of trajectory.
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The different trajectories have a further implication on the temporal aspect of the
radiation generated by HHG. Even when only one type of trajectory is selected, the
recombination time is energy-dependent and so is the emission time. In consequence,
the generated XUV pulses are chirped. This effect is referred to as atto-chirp and was
first observed by Mairesse et al. [44] This chirp can be partially compensated by an
appropriate metal filter [45].

distance

driving field

long trajectories

short
trajectories

time

Figure 2.6: Different electron trajectories in the continuum. Depending on
the moment of release into the continuum, the electrons follow a different
trajectory and regain the position of the parent ion at a different time, with a
specific kinetic energy (indicated by the color of the trajectory). For energies
in the plateau there are contributions from two trajectories: the short and the
long one.

In the last step, the electron recombines with its parent ion and emits its excess
energy in the form of a high-energy photon. In quantum-mechanical terms, the
portion of the wave-packet that tunneled out in the first step regains the position of
the parent ion and interferes with the portion of the wave-packet that remained
bound. The beating between these two wave-packets results in the emission of
harmonic radiation. Together with the tunnel ionization in the first step, the
recombination probability determines the efficiency of HHG at the atomic level.
In this picture it is easy to understand that the driving field needs to be linearly
polarized for maximal recombination probability. Indeed, if the field is elliptically
polarized, the electron does not exactly regain the position of the parent ion but is
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laterally displaced. This reduces the overlap of the two wave functions and thereby
the recombination probability. At an ellipticity of ε th = 0.13 the efficiency of HHG is
decreased by 50% [46]. This can be exploited for SAP selection as shown in Section
2.6.1.
These three steps are repeated every half-cycle of the driving field. In
consequence, the repetition rate of the XUV radiation bursts corresponds to twice the
central frequency of the driving laser field. In the spectral domain this corresponds to
a comb separated by twice the laser frequency. In terms of energy, the peaks are
separated by twice the photon energy of the driving laser. With the fundamental
field still present, this can only be satisfied by a comb of odd-order harmonics.
Moreover, the target presents inversion symmetry and no even-order nonlinearity
can occur.
The demanding intensity requirements for HHG are met more easily with
ultrashort pulses. These pulses present a considerable spectral width and deviations
from the monochromatic picture are expected. The spectral width of the harmonic
peaks becomes broader with broadband driving pulses. For nicely separated and
narrow harmonic peaks, long (that is narrow-band) pulses are preferred.
The energy of the cutoff depends on the intensity and on the target medium. In
his seminal work proposing the three-step model [43], Corkum computed the
maximal kinetic energy an electron can gain before recombining with its parent ion.
Together with the ionization potential I p that is released on the occasion of the
recombination, the harmonic cutoff energy is
hν max = I p + Ekin, max = I p + 3.17 ⋅U p

(2.11)

U p is the ponderomotive potential and corresponds to the mean quiver energy of the
electron in the electric field. It is given by
Up =

e2 E 2
4meω 2

(2.12)
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where F and ω represent the strength and the angular frequency of the laser
(electric) field. An important consequence of this result is that the cutoff energy
scales roughly as λ 2 . Highly energetic photons in the soft X-ray region are reached
by HHG with mid-infrared laser sources. Phase matching is achieved up to higher
photon energies with longer wavelengths [47], but the efficiency at the single-atom
level decreases drastically with λ −5.5±0.5 [48].
The three-step model nicely explains the dependence on ellipticity, the
requirement for enhanced intensity (tunnel ionization in first step), the structure
(periodicity, plateau, cutoff) of the spectrum and the presence of several quantum
paths. However, as in any nonlinear optical effect, phase matching is crucial to obtain
a macroscopic signal.

2.5.2 Phase matching
In an ensemble of atoms emitting harmonic radiation, a considerable intensity only
builds up if they emit in phase. This is in general not the case, as the phase velocities
for the driving field and the harmonic radiation differ. Unlike in nonlinear optics in
crystals, there are many contributions that have to be taken into account. Perfect
phase matching for harmonic order q is achieved if the wave vector of the harmonic
order q satisfies




kq = q ⋅ k f + kat + kion

(2.13)


k f is the wave vector of the focused fundamental field including the Gouy phase

shift and kat represents the difference between the phase the electron has acquired in

the continuum and the phase of the driving field at the moment of recombination.

kion accounts for the free electron plasma dispersion in the interaction region.
Generally, this last contribution needs to be below a critical level to permit phase
matching. The exact functional behavior of these terms is not discussed in this work
and we concentrate on the experimental implications. A detailed discussion of the
first two terms is given in [49].

In our experiment, each term in equation (2.13) can be controlled. k f depends on

the relative target position with respect to the focus. The atomic term kat is linked to

the target gas pressure and kion can be modified by changing the intensity of the laser
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pulse. The photon spectrum gives a direct feedback when changing any of these
parameters. It is worth noting that the phase matching conditions differ between
different harmonics. This implies that perfect phase matching for all harmonics at the
same time is not possible. On the other hand, it allows tailoring the spectrum
according to the experimental requirements. Selection of only the short trajectories
was achieved by focusing the laser pulses slightly before the target [50]. A more
detailed overview over the macroscopic aspect of HHG is given in [51].
The phase matching condition (2.13) is a vectorial expression with a symmetry
imposed by the propagation direction of the laser pulse. For different emission
directions of the harmonic radiation, the phase matching condition will not be
satisfied at the same time. The ensemble effect in HHG is therefore also responsible
for the directionality of the harmonic radiation. While a single atom does not have a
preferred direction of emission, the harmonic radiation emitted by an atomic gas is
highly directional.

2.6 Temporal structure of HHG radiation
Every half-cycle of the driving laser field, a burst of XUV radiation is emitted. The
temporal structure of these bursts strongly depends on their coherence and the
spectral phase. In 1996, Antoine et al. [52] predicted the possibility to obtain a “train
of pulses of extremely short duration” under appropriate phase matching conditions.
In 2001 Paul et al. studied the temporal characteristic of the XUV light field generated
by HHG [6]. They found the harmonics to be locked in phase and in their case they
formed a train of 250-attosecond pulses. The coherence of the harmonics is essential
for all applications in the framework of this thesis. HHG naturally generates a pulse
train of sub-femtosecond XUV pulses, so-called attosecond pulse trains (APT). These
APTs with one attosecond pulse per half-cycle of the driving field turns out to be a
valuable tool to study attosecond dynamics, as seen in the remainder of this work.

2.6.1 Single attosecond pulses
For certain experiments it is essential to have only one attosecond pulse per driving
laser pulse. This is achieved by selecting one pulse of the APT and suppressing the
generation of the others. Several schemes have been proposed and applied to this
end [53]. The schemes that are routinely employed in attosecond laboratories all
employ few-cycle laser pulses. Methods utilizing longer pulses have also been
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proposed and investigated [54]. They pose fewer constraints on the driving laser
pulses, greatly simplifying the experimental setup. However, this comes at the
expense of decrease in efficiency.
In particular, SAP selection is achieved by a driving pulse that is linearly
polarized in a time window shorter than the temporal separation of consecutive
attosecond bursts. Employing a retarding quartz plate followed by a zero-order
quarter-wave plate and choosing the angle between the polarization axis of the
driving pulses and the optical axis of the plates appropriately, it is possible to obtain
a pulse that is circularly polarized on the trailing edges and linearly polarized in the
center. This scheme is called polarization-gating [55] and was implemented in our
beamline.

2.7 Pump-probe experiments
Pump-probe measurements are the tool of choice to access ultrafast dynamics with
time-integrating detectors. In a true pump-probe experiment, a first pulse triggers
the process under study and a second pulse, delayed by a time τ , reads out the state
of the system. Repeating this measurement for several delays, the evolution of the
system on an initial perturbation is reconstructed. The implicit assumption behind
this method is that the dynamics always proceeds in the same way. Typical examples
for the initial perturbation by a short light pulse are the excitation or the ionization of
a sample. The state of the system, after evolving for a time τ , can then be
characterized by the spectrally resolved absorption of a second pulse or by the
photoelectron spectrum obtained with the second pulse.
The achievable temporal resolution in a pump-probe scheme is dictated by the
duration of the pulses involved. As soon as the two pulses begin to overlap, the
results no longer reliably assess the field-free evolution. In consequence, subfemtosecond pulses are required to study electron dynamics. Even though SAPs
nowadays belong to the tool set of attosecond science, only very few true attosecond
pump – attosecond probe measurements have been conducted so far [7, 8]. The
reason for this is the rather low flux currently available in SAPs and the small twophoton interaction cross-section at these photon energies.
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Instead, most laboratories revert to XUV-IR cross-correlation measurements. In
most cases, the XUV pulse plays the role of the pump and the read-out is done by the
IR field. The measurements presented in this thesis belong to this category. A
positive pulse delay corresponds to the XUV pulse arriving first. With this method,
sub-femtosecond resolution is achieved even though the duration of the IR pulse is in
the fs regime. Indeed, it is not the intensity but the field of the IR pulse that is used as
a probe. The intensity of the IR pulse is chosen such that the disturbance to the target
is negligible. In this way, the measured dynamics closely describes the field-free one.
Chapter 4 gives a detailed introduction to these methods.
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Figure 2.7: Sign convention in pump-probe experiments.

Chapter 3
Condensed matter experiments in the
Attoline

The experiments described in this thesis were all conducted in the Attoline. At the
starting point of this work, the Attoline was functional and first results [56-58] had
been obtained with attosecond pulse trains generated by a homemade laser system.
Due to the limited intensity and the lack of CEP stability, a new commercial system
(cf. Section 2.1) was installed at the beginning of this thesis. Coping with several
teething troubles of the new laser system and regaining the previous functionality of
our beamline formed a substantial part of this thesis.
Once stable generation of harmonics in our beamline with the new laser source
was established, several projects demanded alterations to the Attoline. With the two
different outputs of the new laser system, it was desirable to couple both laser
outputs into our beamline independently. Changing the laser source for our
experiments should be straightforward and fast. In the pursuit of SAP generation,
the IR pulses delivered by the laser system had to be further compressed. For
stability reasons, the compression setup was envisaged in the same laboratory as the
beamline. In consequence, our beamline needed to present the option to extract the
beams from our beamline and reinsert them after compression. These requirements
were addressed by a redesigned coupling chamber with a second tube for the
propagation of the pulses from the laser laboratory. The optical and mechanical
design and assembly of this new chamber were performed during this thesis.
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In view of the experiments with condensed matter systems, further modifications
to the beamline were in order. The Attoline was extended to host a hemispherical
electron analyzer (HEA) for photoelectron detection and a new optic was introduced
to generate a new focus. Initial doubts whether an appropriate vacuum for
photoemission spectroscopy from surfaces is achievable were dispelled. The newly
designed experimental chambers even allows for simultaneous measurements in the
two foci. This feature proved to be essential for the main results of this thesis. The
procedure from first planning over viability studies with ray tracing to the final
implementation, formed a significant part of this thesis. In the following, the Attoline
is described with a special emphasis on the versatility arising from the modifications
adopted during this thesis.

3.1 Comparison to other attosecond beamlines
In 2010, Fieß et al. [59] reported on their beamline for time resolved pump-probe
experiments in gas phase with attosecond resolution. A year later, Magerl et al. [60]
presented a beamline for attosecond photoelectron spectroscopy of solids and
surfaces. Their apparatus allows studying dynamics in a large variety of surfaces and
interfaces and is equipped with state of the art preparation and characterization tools.
However, its application is limited to surfaces. In both beamlines, SAPs are
generated by spectral filtering of the harmonic radiation around the cutoff [61].
While this technique yields attosecond pulses at high photon energies, its photon
flux is inherently low.
Our versatile attosecond beamline comprises two separate interaction regions. In
the first interaction region, it is possible to perform pump-probe measurements on a
gas target with photoelectron detection as well as with transient absorption
spectroscopy. The second interaction region is an image of the first one and can be
occupied by any endstation, offering full flexibility for diverse collaborations. In this
work, a surface physics endstation was installed. The demanding background
pressure requirements for photoemission studies from surfaces were fulfilled. The
main experimental results of this thesis (cf. Error! Reference source not found.) show
that the adopted refocusing scheme preserves the spatio-temporal properties of both
the XUV and the IR pulses, enabling simultaneous measurements in the two
interaction regions.
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In contrast to the previously mentioned beamlines, the XUV generating pulse
and the IR pulse for cross-correlation measurements are separated prior to the highharmonic generation. This offers full flexibility as the parameters of the two beams
like intensity, pulse duration and polarization, can be adjusted independently. This
flexibility is further supported by the fact that only metallic mirrors and in particular
no XUV bandwidth limiting components are used throughout our beamline.
The experimental setup of the Attoline is presented in Figure 3.1. Turbomolecular
pumps of various sizes maintain our beamline under appropriate vacuum. For the
sake of clarity, the Attoline is divided into four parts (delimited by the frames in the
figure) and discussed separately in the following sections.

Figure 3.1: Overview of the Attoline, consisting of four main blocks
(delimited by the dashed frames): (A) laser beam coupling and XUV
generation chambers, (B) diagnostics and focusing chamber, (C) first
interaction chamber with a time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer and (D) second
refocusing and interaction chambers together with the photon spectrometer.

3.2 Coupling and generation chambers
The laser pulses are coupled into the Attoline via a dedicated vacuum chamber. The
two outputs of the laser system are independently sent through two evacuated tubes
(T1 and T2) of roughly 4.6 m in length. For the low-energy beam (T1) the tube
diameter is 25 mm, for the high-energy beam (T2) it is 40 mm. The fused silica
entrance windows were chosen as thin as possible to minimize nonlinear optical
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effects: 1 mm for T1 and 1.5 mm for T2. There is no further window between the tube
and the rest of the Attoline so that the window must not break under operation. To
avoid long-term beam-pointing instabilities the last mirror before each tube is
actively stabilized with a home-built beam-stabilization system.

Figure 3.2: Coupling and generation chambers. In the first chamber the two
outputs from the laser system are coupled into the Attoline. The three
adjacent identical chambers form the pump-probe interferometer. For
improved stability, the entire interferometer is placed onto a temperature
stabilized aluminum board.

The coupling chamber is designed such that switching between the two available
driving pulses does not entail a major realignment of the beamline. If the mirrors are
set as in Figure 3.2, the 10-mJ output of the laser system is coupled into the Attoline.
In order to minimize the detrimental effect of nonlinearities in air and at the
transmission through the entrance window of the tube, the beam size of the 10-mJ
pulses is chosen considerably larger than for the low-energy output. The coupling
chamber contains a telescope composed of mirrors M1 and M2 to adjust the beam
size to the smaller optics. The beam is subsequently steered into the Attoline by the
mirrors M3 and M4.
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The last mirror is motorized in vertical direction. By removing M4 from the beam
path, the 10-mJ output is blocked, but the 1.3-mJ beam coming from T1 is coupled
into the Attoline. Two additional mirrors, M5 and M6, are mounted on a translation
stage and can be used to extract the beam from the coupling chamber to compress
the pulses. In the main experiment presented in this thesis, the second scheme was
adopted and 1.3-mJ pulses were sent through two filament cells filled with argon for
spectral broadening. The residual group-delay dispersion was compensated with
broadband chirped mirrors. Pulses with energies of ~ 350 µJ and a time duration
down to ~ 5.5 fs were achieved.
A second compression setup based on a 1-m long hollow-core fiber with a
diameter of 300 µm is available. While the filament-based setup is more robust to
instabilities of the beam pointing, the hollow-core fiber enables a more efficient
coupling and delivers sub 6-fs pulses with an energy of ~ 600 µJ. In both cases, the
compressed pulses are coupled back into the Attoline by means of the mirror M6.

Figure 3.3: New coupling chamber with possible beam paths.

Next to the coupling chamber, there are three identical cylindrical vacuum
chambers (inner diameter of 500 mm) that contain the interferometer setup for
preparing the XUV-IR pump-probe measurements. The lids are made of acrylic glass
(50 mm thick) and make visual inspection under operation conditions possible.
Rectangular flanges interconnect the chambers in order to increase the intersection
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area for flexible beam routing. Sufficient mechanical stability of the interferometer
with an arm length of more than 2 m is assured without the need for active
stabilization by attaching the chambers to a 60-mm thick, single-piece, temperature
stabilized aluminum board (2.2 × 1.0 m2). Possible vibrations due to the
turbomolecular pumps are strongly attenuated with dampers. The aluminum board
is equipped with a 25 ×25 mm2 M6 thread grid to allow for free configuration of the
optics in the three chambers. O-rings are employed for the sealing with respect to the
baseplate and the acrylic lid.
In the first chamber, the incoming beam is divided by a beam splitter (BS in
Figure 3.2), where 80% of the pulse is transmitted and 20% is reflected. The
transmitted beam, adopted for the XUV light generation, propagates towards the
second chamber where it is focused by a concave mirror (FM1, ROC = −750 mm) into
a gas target (GT). The gas target consists of a metal capillary that is closed on one end
and possesses two transversal holes for the beam passage. For minimal gas load, the
holes are sealed with a Teflon tape that is perforated by the laser beam in situ.
Mounting the target on a motorized xyz-stage and sending the beam through an
adjustable iris prior to focusing (I1), allows efficient phase matching of the HHG
process in real time and hence tailor the XUV signal according to the experimental
requirements.
A wheel containing different metallic filters (FW) is used to eliminate the residual
IR radiation and the low order harmonics from the harmonic radiation. At the time
of writing, aluminum filters of thicknesses 100 nm, 200 nm and 400 nm as well as a
100-nm thick zirconium filter were installed. The filter is chosen according to the
required spectrum and intensity. Figure 3.4 shows the transmission for 100-nm thick
Al and Zr filters at different photon energies. These filters also play a role in
dispersion management in the XUV spectral region [45].
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Figure 3.4: Transmission function for Al and Zr filters of 100 nm thickness.
Data taken from [62].

The beam reflected at the beam splitter (BS) is used as the IR reference for pumpprobe experiments. It follows a delayed path and is subsequently recombined with
the XUV light by means of a drilled mirror (DM) placed in the third chamber: the
harmonic radiation passes from behind through the center hole (diameter 2 mm) of
the mirror while the IR probe field is reflected on the external front part. This
principle exploits the difference in divergence between the two beams.
A motorized broadband half-wave plate (not shown) can be used to change the
polarization state of the beam under operating conditions. The last mirror (FM2) of
this arm of the interferometer is convex (ROC = 500 mm) to match the divergence
between the XUV and the IR beam. The delay between the two arms of the
interferometer is controlled with a translation stage (TS1). A fine temporal resolution
is achieved with a piezoelectric actuator (PX100CAP, Piezosystem Jena) in closedloop operation. A voltage increment of 10 mV on this piezoelectric actuator
corresponds to an increase in delay of 21 as. Figure 3.5 shows a calibration
measurement of the delay stage performed with a helium-neon laser.
This piezoelectric actuator is mounted onto an additional stage with a linear
actuator for a coarse adjustment of the temporal overlap of the two pulses. Mirrors
DM and FM2 are motorized and enable the alignment of the probe beam to achieve
spatial overlap between the two beams. It is worth pointing out that the free space
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left in the first chamber can host any setup suitable to control and tailor the optical
properties of the two beams. This makes the Attoline extremely flexible. Indeed, this

laser signal (arb. units)

feature was exploited to install a polarization-gating setup (WP1 and WP2 in Figure
3.2) and generate SAPs [63].
100.0 mV
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Figure 3.5: Calibration of the delay generated by the piezoelectric actuator. A
HeNe laser is used for an interferometric measurement. A voltage of 100.0
mV corresponds to the period of 2.11 fs of the HeNe laser (λ = 632.816 nm).

3.3 Diagnostics and focusing
The next chamber (Figure 3.6) houses the toroidal mirror (TORO1, Carl Zeiss Laser
Optics GmbH) for focusing the IR and XUV beams into the first target region. It
consists of a gold-coated (layer thickness 40 nm) Zerodur substrate
(255 × 60 × 40 mm3) with toroidal radii Rmeridial = 8529.6 mm and Rsagittal = 165.2 mm. At
our incidence angle of 82°, this corresponds to a symmetrical imaging with an arm
length of 1187 mm. As the two beams enter the chamber collinearly with matching
divergence, both beams are focused at the same site by the toroidal mirror. Indeed,
the toroidal mirror creates a one-to-one image of the HHG target (GT). Since no XUV
bandwidth limiting components (e.g., no back-reflecting dielectric XUV mirror) are
used in our beamline, switching between different photon energies and different
temporal characteristics (APT, SAP) is straightforward.
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Figure 3.6: Chamber with focusing toroidal mirror (TORO1) and XUV beam
diagnostics. The smaller cross chamber hosts a mirror mounted on a pushpull manipulator that is used to extract and inspect the pump and probe
beams.

In addition, the chamber contains two instruments for diagnostics of the XUV
radiation: a high-resolution beam imaging system sensitive in the XUV (Model BIS1135 with BIS-1-PH probe head with BIS-4135 remote system, Colutron) and a
calibrated photodiode (windowless far UV photodiode, NIST). Both devices are
mounted on a motorized translation stage (TS2) and can be inserted into the beam
path when needed. The beam profiler consists of a micro-channel plate (MCP)
stacked onto a phosphor screen and can be used to characterize the spatial properties
of the XUV beam. The calibrated photodiode comprises a cylindrical stainless steel
anode and a photo cathode, which is formed by high-purity aluminum on a polished
quartz substrate. When taking into account the quantum efficiency, the current from
this photodiode yields the absolute photon flux. This current is accurately measured
by an electrometer (Keithley).
Finally, a silver mirror can be inserted into the converging beams with a pushpull manipulator to extract the beams from the beamline and adjust the temporal and
spatial overlap. The XUV beam is hereby represented by the residual driving IR
pulse that co-propagates collinearly with the high-order harmonics after rotating the
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metal filter wheel to an empty spot. Spectral interferometry is employed to assess the
temporal overlap.

3.4 First interaction chamber
The two beams are focused into a dedicated chamber for photoelectron spectroscopy
and transient absorption experiments primarily in gas phase targets. An internal
µ-metal shielding reduces the magnetic flux down to ~ 4 µT for photoelectron
measurements. For a further reduction of the magnetic flux, a second shielding
(closer to the actual interaction area) can be inserted.
The tip of the target used for photoelectron spectroscopy is a stainless-steel
needle with internal diameter of ∼ 240 µm through which the gas is injected into the
chamber. The open geometry of this target allows for efficient collection of charged
fragments. In particular, the needle target has been adopted in combination with a
time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer (Themis 600, SPECS GmbH) to characterize the
temporal properties of the XUV radiation by performing RABBITT [6, 64] and FROGCRAB measurements [65].
For photoelectron measurements a low background pressure is essential. With
the high gas density in the HHG site, several differential-pumping stages were
implemented to prevent the generation gas from entering the interaction chamber.
For this purpose, metal plates with small apertures for the beams were inserted into
the rectangular flanges between the generation and focusing chambers. In this way,
pressures as low as 5 × 10−8 mbar were achieved in the interaction chamber with
pressures up to 3 × 10−3 mbar in the chamber of the HHG.

3.5 Refocusing and second interaction site
After the interaction chamber, the two beams enter a second refocusing chamber
(Figure 3.7) with two possible beam paths. The spherical mirror (SM) astigmatically
(incidence angle of 80°, ROC = 8 m) focuses the XUV beam onto the 100 µm wide
entrance slit of the toroidal grating flat field spectrometer (McPherson Model 251).
The grating has 450 grooves/mm and allows for the detection of photon energies up
to 124 eV. For improved resolution and higher photon energies the grating can be
exchanged for one with 1200 groves/mm. The spectrally dispersed XUV beam is
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detected with a Peltier-cooled CCD (PIXIS-XO, 400B, Princeton Instruments). As the
CCD is sensitive to IR radiation, additional metallic filters were installed after the
spherical mirror to block the probe beam. It is worth noting that the spectrometer can
be operated during any measurement in the first target chamber.
nd

2 interaction
region
path 2

SM

beam
extraction
mirror

TORO2

metal

path 1

XUV photon spectrometer

Figure 3.7: Second refocusing chamber with the two possible beam paths.
On insertion of the spherical mirror (SM), the beam is astigmatically focused
onto the entrance slit of the XUV photon spectrometer. With the spherical
mirror retracted, the beams impinge onto the second toroidal mirror
(TORO2) and are focused into the second interaction region.

The spherical mirror is mounted on a closed loop stepper positioner with an
optoelectronic sensor (TS3, ECS3070/NUM/UHV, attocube) and can be removed
(and inserted) from the beam path under operating conditions. The specified
repeatability is 50 nm. Moving the spherical mirror out of the beam and back in again
does not change the measured spectrum perceptibly. For the initial alignment of the
beam onto the spectrometer the mirror mount is motorized with identical picomotor
actuators as the toroidal mirror (Newport Spectra-Physics GmbH, type 8321-UHV).
With the spherical mirror retracted, the two beams impinge onto the second
toroidal mirror (TORO2) and are refocused into the second interaction region. More
precisely, the toroidal mirror relay-images the first focus into the second interaction
region. The toroidal mirror is of the same composition as the first one, with
Rmeridial = 5758.7 mm and Rsagittal = 173.6 mm. Symmetrical imaging under an incidence
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angle of 80° results in an arm length of 1000 mm. Due to the smaller incidence angle,
the reflectivity is slightly reduced with respect to the first toroidal mirror. Figure 3.8
shows the reflectivity for the two toroidal mirrors and both polarizations.
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Figure 3.8: Reflectivity of the two toroidal mirrors for s- and p-polarization.
Data are taken from Palik [66].

Since a toroidal mirror is rather sensitive to misalignment, picomotor actuators
(Newport Spectra-Physics GmbH, type 8321-UHV) with a minimum incremental
motion of < 30 nm were employed. This stage enables motion-control in any axis but
the one along the length of the toroidal mirror. With the given minimum incremental
motion, the angle of incidence can be adjusted with steps smaller than 0.6 µrad.
Figure 3.9 shows typical beam profiles in the two foci for the IR probe beam.
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Figure 3.9: Beam profile in the 1st (left) and 2nd (right) focus for the IR probe
beam.
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Appropriate IR probe intensities for the experiments conducted in the framework
of this thesis were rather low and the aperture of the iris in the probe arm was
strongly reduced. In consequence, the beam profile in the first focus shows clear
interference rings with a nice central part. For XUV-IR cross-correlation
measurements only the central part where the intensity of the XUV beam is
concentrated is of importance.
Clearly, a nice first focus makes the reimaging easier and we obtain beam profiles
with a convincing quality also in the second focus. The excision of the central part of
the probe beam on the occasion of the recombination does not adversely affect the
beam profile in the first focus. Even though the beam profile of the XUV pulse is not
directly measured, it can be concluded from the results for the probe beam that the
reimaging for the pump yields reasonable beam profiles as well. Measurements like
the ones presented in this thesis were recorded over several hours and no
instabilities stemming from our beamline were observed. Indeed, the stability of our
setup is limited by the laser system.
Any experimental chamber can now be attached at the site of the second focus.
This opens the door for a variety of possible experiments. The design of the
connection with the surface endstation allowed reaching pressures suitable for
experiments on condensed matter systems, where ultra-high vacuum conditions are
required to avoid contamination of the sample. In particular, it is possible to exploit
the interaction with a gas target in the first focal point to characterize the temporal
characteristics of the pump and probe pulses and subsequently perform pump-probe
measurements in the second focal point with a completely different target.
Owing to efficient differential pumping of the target gas in the first interaction
region, such measurements can be conducted simultaneously. This scheme enables
us to understand whether the features measured in the second interaction point are
ascribable to the particular characteristics of the pump/probe beams or if they are
fingerprints of the physical system under investigation. The extension of the Attoline
with a second interaction region was developed with the study of photoemission
from surfaces in mind. As shown in Chapter 5, this experiment exploits and nicely
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demonstrates the features of our beamline. The endstation employed for this purpose
is discussed in the following section.

3.6 Surface endstation
At the outset of the project on photoemission dynamics from surfaces, a
photoelectron detector had to be chosen. The detector of choice had to provide
angular information on the photoelectrons and the two main options were a TOF
spectrometer and a hemispherical electron analyzer (HEA). There are fundamental
differences between the two detector types: A HEA only collects electrons of a certain
energy range, such that for a complete electron spectrum scanning is required. In
contrast, a TOF spectrometer in principle collects electrons of all energies at the same
time. While in the HEA the electron energy is encoded in the position on the detector,
in a TOF spectrometer it is encoded in the time of flight and measured via the arrival
time on the detector.
In the latter case, further information about the time when the electron is
launched is required. This is addressed by deriving a trigger signal from the laser
system. Even though the laser pulses do not have to be very short for accurate TOF
measurements (typical flight times for electrons of 5 – 50 eV are in the ns range), the
source still needs to be pulsed. X–ray diffraction measurements with cw sources are
thus not possible with a TOF spectrometer. When working with surfaces it is of
utmost importance to know the state of the surface and we did not want to dispense
with these valuable tools. This was the main criterion in the decision for a HEA.
Figure 3.10 presents a graphic with the HEA attached to the Attoline.
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Figure 3.10: View of the Attoline with the hemispherical electron analyzer
installed in the second interaction region.

The surface chamber consists of two chambers that can be separated by a valve:
the preparation chamber and the analysis chamber. In the former, the samples are
stored and cleaned prior to measurements. The noble metal crystals were prepared
by several cycles of argon ion sputtering and annealing. This preparation recipe was
validated during commissioning of the detector by ultraviolet photoemission
spectroscopy (UPS) with a He lamp. The observation of Shockley surface states
confirmed a clean and well-ordered surface. Low–energy electron diffraction (LEED)
measurements allowed evaluating the crystal orientation in situ. New samples can be
introduced into the preparation chamber by means of a load-lock chamber.
Once the crystal is prepared, it is transferred to the analysis chamber into the
focus of the hemispherical analyzer. The angle between the incident beams from our
beamline and the detector axis is fixed to 45°. The crystal is mounted onto a
motorized sample holder such that both the polar and the azimuthal angle can be
adjusted. This enables the probing of any possible emission angle. Furthermore, the
distance between the sample and the detector (along the detector axis) and the
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position with respect to the detector axis can be adjusted with high accuracy. The
HEA requires the illuminated part of the sample to be precisely in the focus of the
analyzer in order to exploit its full resolving power.

3.6.1 Working principle of the HEA
The HEA maps the electron energy and its emission angle (each along one
dimension) onto a MCP. The impinging electrons generate a light pattern on a
phosphor screen stacked onto the MCP and this pattern is recorded by a CCD. Prior
to entering the hemispheres, the electrons first pass through an entrance slit where
the dimension of the electron beam along the radius of the hemisphere is strongly
reduced (Figure 3.11). A voltage applied to the two hemispheres generates an
electrostatic force acting on the electrons and pulling them towards the inner
hemisphere. The deviation in the radial position depends on the initial velocity;
faster electrons move towards the outer hemisphere, slower electrons approach the
inner hemisphere. By this means, the electrons are dispersed and the energy of the
electron is encoded in the radial position at the exit of the hemispheres.
Since the distance between the two hemispheres and also the size of the detector
are limited, only electrons within a certain energy range reach the detector. This
range depends on the voltage applied to the two hemispheres. The energy at which
the electrons are not deflected radially is referred to as pass energy. Higher pass
energies correspond to a bigger energy range reaching the detector. However, this
comes at the expense of a loss in resolution. In our detector, electrons with energies
that differ by less than 7% from the pass energy still reach the detector. The pass
energy is controlled via the voltage applied to the hemispheres. In general, the
kinetic energy to be measured differs from the pass energy and the electrons have to
be accelerated/decelerated in the first part of the detector. The ratio between the pass
energy and the kinetic energy is termed retarding ratio. In our measurements, a bias
voltage of 5 V was applied to the sample to accelerate the slow electrons. The
corresponding shift in kinetic energy of 5 eV is apparent in the photoelectron spectra
presented in Chapter 5.
When recording photoelectron spectra, the kinetic energy that reaches the pass
energy at the entrance slit is scanned. For every setting, only a limited photoelectron
energy range is detected. These constrained spectra are accumulated over the
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different acquisitions to yield the final spectrum. In this procedure, the outcome
depends on the choice of the pass energy and different modes exist. One possibility is
to keep the pass energy constant. In this case, the spectral extent is the same for every
acquisition. Alternatively, the retarding ratio can be kept constant, as was done in the
measurements presented in this work.
outer shielding
entrance slit
mounting flange

inner shielding
view port

sample

kinetic energy

slit rotary drive

CCD camera

outer hemisphere
angle (deg)

MCP/Phosphor screen

Figure 3.11: Schematic of the hemispherical electron analyzer.

In the perpendicular dimension, the electron propagates freely whereby the
emission angle is directly mapped to the position on the detector. Independent of the
settings, an emission angle span of 60° is measured, provided the sample is in the
focus of the analyzer.

Chapter 4
Accessing attosecond photoemission
delays

Photoemission has become a widespread tool to investigate the electronic structure
of materials of varying complexities – from atoms over molecules to condensed
matter systems. For this purpose, only the energetics of the process is of importance.
With the advent of attosecond science, tools became available to address the
temporal aspect of photoemission. In this chapter, the different techniques to
examine photoemission dynamics are discussed. Atomic units (  = e = me = 1 ) are
used throughout this chapter.

4.1 Introduction to attosecond photoemission delays
In the context of photoemission it is important to specify the nature of the excitation
process. The ingenious Attoclock measurements conducted in this research group
have allowed measuring the tunneling time in helium atoms [67]. This time can be
interpreted as the photoemission delay in (field-driven) tunnel ionization. In this
work, however, single-photon photoemission is studied exclusively. In quantum
mechanics, single-photon photoemission is conveniently described in first order
perturbation theory. Invoking the dipole-approximation in the length gauge, the
transition amplitude between the bound initial state i and the continuum final state
f with corresponding energies of i and  f is given by the complex quantity

S (1)
f /i = −iz fi E(ω fi )

(4.1)
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with z fi = f ẑ i , ω fi =  f − i and E being the complex spectral amplitude of the
ionizing field. This quantity is often referred to as S-matrix element, hence the letter S.
A derivation of this expression is given in Appendix A. Two physical quantities
contribute to the complex amplitude of the electron wave-packet generated by
 ω fi ) ) and (ii) the (field free)
single-photon ionization: (i) the ionizing field (via E(
matrix element z fi for the transition from the initial to the final state.

4.1.1 Wigner delay
In the framework of scattering theory and collisions, Wigner [68] and Smith [69]
proposed a connection between scattering phase shift ϕ and delay τ W

τW =

∂ϕ ∂ϕ
=
∂ω ∂

(4.2)

τ W is referred to as Eisenbud-Wigner-Smith delay, Wigner-Smith delay or simply
Wigner delay. In this work the last version is used for brevity. In his original work,
Wigner considered a wave-packet consisting of two similar frequency components
that were scattered off a potential. He defined τ W as the delay between the maxima
of the scattered and the unscattered wave-packet. There are other ways to define
time delays in scattering theory. The curious reader is referred to [70] for an in-depth
treatment of the different delay concepts and their relations.
Equation (4.2) is strongly reminiscent of the situation of a (electromagnetic) wave
propagating in a dispersive medium. There, the derivative with respect to the
angular frequency of the accumulated spectral phase corresponds to the group delay
(compare with 2.3.1). Adopting the concept of the Wigner delay in the context of
photoemission delays, the following expression results

τ PE =

∂arg(z fi )
∂ω i

(4.3)

Here, the scattering phase is assumed as the phase difference between the resulting
electron wave-packet and the absorbed photon, which corresponds to the phase of
the transition amplitude z fi . Like for photons, an electron spectrometer is not
sensitive to the phase. To access the phase information of the electron wave-packet a
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phase-sensitive technique is required. For this purpose two-color photoemission is
studied.

4.1.2 The dipole transition phase
After the absorption of an XUV photon the electron further interacts with the IR field.
It is worth noting that the time ordering of the two interactions is dictated by the
energetics. While the IR photons are not resonant with any transition from the
ground state, the electron in the continuum (but still in the Coulomb potential) can
absorb/emit IR photons. Two schemes have become very popular in this context.
In attosecond streaking [71], the photoelectrons are spectrally shifted due to their
acceleration in the IR field. It is assumed that the electron only feels this acceleration
once it is in the continuum. Therefore, the extent of the spectral shift depends on the
phase of the IR field at the moment of the electron’s appearance in the continuum.
Photoelectron spectra are recorded at different delays between the XUV and the IR
pulses. The resulting spectrogram contains the phase information, which can be
retrieved by an iterative algorithm. Attosecond streaking is a spectrographic
technique.
The RABBITT (Reconstruction of Attosecond Beating By Interference of Two-photon
Transitions) [6, 64] technique is based on interferometry. The ionization by odd highorder harmonics is followed by absorption or (stimulated) emission of an IR photon.
As a result, peaks at even multiples of the IR frequency, so-called sidebands, appear in
the photoelectron spectrum. Each of these sideband states can be reached by mainly
two interfering quantum paths. As a result of this interference, the sideband signal
oscillates with the delay between the two pulses. The spectral phase of the electron
wave-packet is encoded in the phase of the sideband oscillations. Below, both
techniques are discussed in more details.

4.1.3 Classical perspective
For attosecond streaking there exists an intuitive classical interpretation. The electron
is assumed to feel the IR field only once it is released into the continuum. Under this
assumption, the phase of the IR field at the moment of the electron’s appearance in
the continuum can be reconstructed. This information is encoded in the final energy
of the photoelectron. In this sense, the synchronized IR pulse with its well-behaved
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and fast oscillating waveform serves as a chronometer. Changing the delay between
the XUV and the IR pulse simply changes the electron’s moment of appearance in the
continuum. In RABBITT, such a direct interpretation in terms of classical concepts is
less trivial, as it is an interferometric technique.

4.1.4 Time-zero is ill-defined
The classical perspective nicely discloses an important characteristic of these
techniques. Even though the moment of the electron’s appearance in the continuum
can be retrieved, no information about the “time zero” is available. In other words,
the start of the chronometer is not calibrated. This issue arises from a fundamental
difference between a collision and an ionization event.
In scattering there is by definition an incoming wave. The propagation of the
wave in the absence of the scattering potential provides a natural reference to define
time delays. In an ionization event, on the other hand, the electron is initially bound.
The outgoing electron wave-packet does not possess an ingoing counterpart. In
consequence, there is no natural reference and no unanimous “time zero” in singlephoton ionization. In some sense, an ionization can be viewed as a “half-collision”.
This circumstance is reflected in the fact that the Wigner delay as invoked in
equation (4.3) only delivers a delay with an unknown offset. Along the same lines, a
group delay for a pulse propagating through a dispersive medium only gives a delay
when compared to the situation where the pulse propagates in vacuum (without
dispersion).

4.1.5 Consequences
A historical view on the development of the mentioned techniques allows appraising
this situation. Both techniques were initially devised for the temporal
characterization of sub-femtosecond pulses in the XUV spectral region. Indeed,
expression (4.1) suggests that the phase of the harmonic radiation is imprinted onto
the electron wave-packet. In general, the phase contribution from the dipole
transition matrix z fi is small with respect to the phase of the harmonic radiation and
is often known from theory. Attosecond streaking and RABBITT hence allow for
accessing the spectral phase of the harmonic radiation. When determining the
duration of a pulse, the constant and the linear term of the spectral phase are
inconsequential (see Section 2.3.1). Pulse characterization of sub-femtosecond pulses
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is interesting in its own respect. In Section 4.2 the attosecond streaking and the
RABBITT technique are introduced and discussed in this context.
For photoemission delay measurements this shortcoming is overcome by
determining relative delays between two different transitions, both initiated by the
same XUV pulse. In this way the common (unknown) offset cancels and relative
delays can be directly accessed. Section 4.3 is dedicated to these approaches. It is
important to realize that a many-photon process is employed to study single-photon
ionization dynamics. The question of a possible distortion due to the additional
interaction with the IR field was addressed only recently [72, 73]. The results were
non-negligible measurement-induced delays. This issue is discussed in the final
section of this chapter.

4.2 Attosecond pulse characterization methods
The first measurement with truly attosecond time resolution was the temporal
characterization of attosecond pulses [6]. Obviously, the durations involved are by
orders of magnitude too short to be measured directly in the time domain. Like for
ultrashort laser pulses, the characterization is done in the spectral domain instead.
While the modulus of the spectral amplitude can be conveniently determined with a
photon spectrometer or with a TOF spectrometer, accessing the spectral phase is
more tedious. In SPIDER [38] and FROG [74] the determination of the spectral phase
of ultrashort laser pulses is based on nonlinear interaction between two replicas of
the pulse.
However, the methods from nonlinear optics cannot be applied to the XUV
spectral region for two reasons: (i) the two-photon cross-sections in the XUV spectral
region are small and (ii) the currently available photon flux in the generated pulses is
limited.
These limitations are overcome by applying cross-correlation measurements
between the generated XUV pulse and the (delayed) IR pulse. For this purpose, the
spectral phase of the harmonic radiation is imprinted onto an electron wave-packet
via single-photon ionization. The electron wave-packet then directly interacts with
the IR field. The nature of this interaction depends on the temporal structure of the
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XUV pulses and the strength of the IR field. Whereas for attosecond pulse trains and
moderate IR intensities the RABBITT technique is applied, SAPs are characterized
with the attosecond streaking technique and a stronger IR field.

4.2.1 Pulse characterization with RABBITT
The first temporal characterization of attosecond light bursts was done by Paul et al.
with attosecond pulse trains in argon [6]. Shortly after this experimental work and
inspired by the pulse characterization method SPIDER [37, 38], Muller formally
introduced the RABBITT1 [64] method. Experimentally, photoelectron spectra of a
gas target with temporally and spatially overlapping XUV and IR pulses are
recorded for different delays between the two pulses. This method relies on the
quantum interference between two two-photon (two-color) transitions with identical
initial and final states.
For illustration purposes the quantum paths yielding an electron with energy
 f = 2qω 0 − I p ( ω 0 is the angular frequency of the IR, q is natural and I p is the
ionization potential) are considered. A pulse train generated by HHG only contains
odd-order harmonics and no single-photon transition to the final state with energy
 f is possible. In other words, this state is not populated in the absence of the IR field.
For this reason, these energies are called sidebands. It is worth noting that this
situation is clearly advantageous as the measurement can be done against no
background. There are two quantum paths involving two photons (one XUV photon
and one IR photon) yielding an electron with energy  f :
•

Absorption of harmonic 2q+1 followed by the emission of an IR photon

•

Absorption of harmonic 2q-1 followed by the absorption of an IR photon

The first path is referred to as the emission (apex e) path, the second as the absorption
(apex a) path. The S-matrix element for the two paths can be computed in second
order perturbation theory (see Appendix B)
(2, e)
S2q
(τ ) = A(e)eiωτ e
(2, a)
2q

S

)
iϕ 2 q+1 iθ 2( eq+1

e

(a)
(a) −iωτ iϕ 2 q−1 iθ 2 q−1

(τ ) = A e

e

e

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 In the literature this method is also referred to as RABITT or RABBIT

(4.4)
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where A(e) and A(a) are real weight factors for the two paths, the different phase
factors are summarized in Table 4.1.
Term

Origin / Effect

e±iωτ

phase of IR field

ϕ 2 q±1

e
e

)
iθ 2( e/a
q±1

spectral phase of harmonic radiation
two-photon dipole transition phase

Table 4.1: Different phase contributions for the quantum paths involved in a
RABBITT measurement.

The total transition amplitude is computed as the coherent sum of the transition
amplitudes for the two paths. In general, the strength of the two transitions is similar
( A(e) ≈ A(a) ) and it is the phase of the two S-matrix elements that determines the
overall strength of the transition. For every path three factors contribute to the phase.
The total signal of sideband 2q for a delay τ is given by
(2, e)
(2, a)
P2q (τ ) = S2q
(τ ) + S2q
(τ )

∝ eiωτ e

)
iϕ 2 q+1 iθ 2( eq+1

e

2

+ e−iωτ e

)
iϕ 2 q−1 iθ 2( aq−1

e

2

(4.5)

= 2 + 2 cos(2ωτ + Δϕ 2q + Δθ 2q )
(e)
(a)
− θ 2q−1
with Δϕ 2q = ϕ 2q+1 − ϕ 2q−1 and Δθ 2q = θ 2q+1
.

This expression applies to every sideband that is detectable in the spectrogram.
Owing to the phase of the IR field, the sideband signal oscillates with the delay with
a period corresponding to half the period of the IR field. The amplitude of the two
fields is not very critical as long as the oscillations are nicely detectable and the
relative strength of the sidebands is small. In case of a too strong IR field, intensityphase coupling occurs as processes involving more than one photon become more
likely [75].
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Figure 4.1: Principle of a RABBITT measurement. An APT excites the
electrons from the ground state. Subsequent interaction with the IR field
populates the sidebands (SB). For each sideband two quantum paths
contribute. Their interference is manifested in the oscillations of the
sidebands. In parallel, the harmonic peaks (HH) are depleted.

There are two ways to extract the experimental phase φ2q = Δϕ 2q + Δθ 2q of the
oscillation: either by Fourier transformation or by curve fitting. In both cases some
knowledge about the frequency is required and for the first method the number of
data points must not be too small. In the derivation of equation (4.5) it was assumed
that the absolute value of the delay τ was meaningful. As mentioned before, this is
not the case and the extracted phase should be written as

φ2q = Δϕ 2q + Δθ 2q + ϕ 0

(4.6)

where ϕ 0 is an offset that is the same for all sidebands.
For the temporal pulse characterization the spectral phase ϕ 2q+1 of the harmonics
needs to be known. Transforming equation (4.6) yields

ϕ 2q+1 − ϕ 2q−1 = φ2q + Δθ 2q + ϕ 0

(4.7)

(e)
(a)
For a long time it was assumed, that the phases θ 2q+1
and θ 2q−1
simply represent the
atomic phases η2q+1 and η2q−1 , that is the quantum phase associated to the bound-

continuum transition caused by the absorption of an XUV photon. For noble gas
atoms these atomic phases can be reliably computed [6, 76] and they were inserted
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into equation (4.7). However, it turned out that this is inaccurate and the two-photon
nature of the transition cannot be neglected. Indeed, the emission/absorption of an
(e)
(a)
IR photon also contributes a phase term ϕ cc,
2q+1 / ϕ cc, 2q−1

ϕ 2q+1 − ϕ 2q−1 = φ2q + Δη2q + Δϕ cc, 2q + ϕ 0

(4.8)

(e)
(a)
(e)
(a)
with Δη2q = η2q+1 − η2q−1 and Δϕ cc,2q = ϕ cc,
2q+1 − ϕ cc, 2q−1 . In particular, θ 2q+1 and θ 2q+1 are

not identical. This new term will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.3. For now it is
enough to know that, in general, the terms Δη2q and Δϕ cc, 2q are small in comparison
to the spectral phase of the harmonic radiation. Accordingly, this contribution can be
neglected in the context of pulse characterization. It becomes essential when
information on the photoemission dynamics is extracted.
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Figure 4.2: Experimental RABBITT trace in argon with lineouts for a
harmonic and a sideband. In the overlap of the two pulses the sidebands are
populated and they oscillate with delay. Their strength is proportional to the
IR field strength and shows the shape of the pulse envelope. At the same
time, the population of the harmonics is depleted. Outside of the interaction
region, only the photoelectron spectrum from the APT is measured.

As indicated by equation (4.8), the phase differences of consecutive harmonics
can be extracted up to a constant offset only. The first order of the phase does not
influence the pulse duration but delays the entire pulse. As long as we are only
interested in the duration of the XUV pulses, ϕ 0 entering the first order term can
safely be set to zero. In addition, the overall phase (which is exempt of any physical
meaning) can be chosen such that the spectral phase of the lowest harmonic equals
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zero. With these two starting conditions and equation (4.7) the phase of all harmonics
is evaluated by concatenating subsequent phase differences. Together with the
spectral weight measured separately, a Fourier transform provides the temporal
shape of the XUV pulses. It is important to mention that the RABBITT method yields
the average pulse duration in a pulse train.

4.2.2 Pulse characterization with attosecond streaking (FROG-CRAB)
Attosecond streaking [71] presents a nice example of a technique that is based on a
concept well known from slower dynamics and that was adapted to attosecond
science. The basic principle of streaking consists in mapping time to position by
applying a time dependent electric field. At the new free electron laser facility at PSI
(SwissFEL) the electron bunches used to generate the X-rays in the undulators are
temporally characterized by this method. A fast rising voltage is applied to deflect
the electrons in dependence of their arrival time. The resulting spatial distribution of
the electrons allows for the reconstruction of the temporal characteristic of the
electron bunches. Along the same lines, streaking lies at the basis of the oscilloscope
with the peculiarity that it is the streaking field itself that is examined. In attosecond
science, attosecond streaking is the method of choice for characterizing SAPs.
As with RABBITT, the characteristics of the XUV pulse are first projected onto an
electron wave-packet which is subsequently streaked. The rise-time of the streaking
field has to be comparable to the time scale of the dynamics under scrutiny. In the
case of attosecond pulses, an external field cannot fulfill this criterion. The electric
field of the IR pulse with its 2.7 fs period ( λ = 800 nm) satisfies this condition. The IR
pulse is inherently synchronized with the XUV pulse, which assures that
photoelectron spectra can be accumulated over several shots. Once the electron is
freed into the continuum, it feels the influence of the dressing IR field and gets
accelerated. In a classical picture the time-dependent electron momentum p(t) can be
expressed as
t

p(t) = p 0 + ∫ E IR (t ′ )dt '

(4.9)

τi

where E IR is the electric field of the IR pulse and τ i is the time when the electron
starts to feel the IR field. The spectrometer measures the electron energy after the
interaction with the IR field is over. In this limit, the previous expression becomes
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∞

p(τ i ) = p 0 + ∫ E IR (t)dt = p 0 + A IR (τ i )

(4.10)

τi

where A IR is the vector potential of the IR field. The shift from the central
momentum depends on the strength of the IR field and critically on the instant of
ionization τ i . The spectral shift is exactly described by the vector potential of the IR
field. A streaking measurement not only contains information about the XUV pulse
but also about the (streaking) IR field.
The classical picture was scrutinized by a more rigorous quantum mechanical
treatment by Kitzler et al. [77]. In their derivation they applied the strong field
approximation (SFA) [78-82]. In SFA the potential due to the dressing IR field is
supposed to be much stronger than the ionic potential and the latter is neglected.
This approximation was implicitly assumed in the classical description above. The
quantum mechanical expression for the streaking spectrogram becomes
S(p, τ ) =

∫

∞

−∞

dt E XUV (t)d(p − A IR (t + τ ))eiΦ(p,t+τ )e−i( p0 /2)t ei( p
2

2

2
/2)t

(4.11)

The dipole moment is given by d(p) = p r Ψ 0 , Ψ 0 is the ground state of the system
with momentum p0 . In consistence with SFA, p is taken as a plane-wave state. For
better readability an additional phase was introduced
∞

(

)

Φ(p,t) = − ∫ p ⋅ A IR (t ') + 1 2 AIR2 (t ') dt '
t

(4.12)

This expression can be understood rather intuitively as a quantum path integral,
where the paths are labeled by the time of ionization t . Each path is weighted by the
dipole moment and by the XUV field strength at the time of ionization. The dipole
moment depends on the canonical momentum at the ionization time and therefore,
via the dressing IR field, on the delay τ between the two pulses. The first phase term
accounts for the phase accumulated in the continuum (under the influence of the IR
field), the second phase term introduces the phase accumulated in the ground state.
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Expression (4.11) generates a RABBITT trace if E XUV (t) is chosen as a pulse train
rather than a single pulse.
Expression (4.11) strongly resembles the expression encountered in the context of
a FROG spectrogram (equation (2.9)). Indeed, the expressions become identical if the
gate function is chosen as
(4.13)
Gs (p,t) = d(p − A IR (t))eiΦ(p,t )
Nevertheless, there is a crucial difference between this gate function and a general
gate function in the FROG formalism: Gs (p,t) explicitly depends on momentum. In
order to apply the FROG retrieval procedure, the actual gate function Gs (p,t) is
replaced by G0 (t) = Gs (p 0 ,t) . This approximation is referred to as central momentum
approximation. Often, the matrix element d(p) only weakly depends on momentum
and this approximation is reasonable. Under this assumption, the spectrogram can be
considered as a FROG spectrogram with ω = p 2 / 2 − p02 / 2 and the same retrieval
algorithms can be applied. Mairesse and Quéré proposed this idea and termed it
FROG-CRAB (Frequency Resolved Optical Gating for Complete Reconstruction of
Attosecond Bursts) [65]. Figure 4.3 presents an experimental streaking trace together
with the reconstructed spectrogram and the obtained pulse shape.
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Figure 4.3: Example of a streaking measurement. (a) shows an experimental
streaking trace with the spectrum shifted by the vector potential of the IR field. A
FROG-CRAB reconstruction of this trace is shown in (b). The resulting pulse
intensity and temporal phase are presented in (c).
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4.3 Accessing photoemission dynamics
As the previously described pulse characterization methods became more and more
established, it was realized that these techniques are also able to access
photoemission dynamics of the studied systems. There is two ways the relevant
information can be encoded in a streaking or a RABBITT trace: either by the phase of
the matrix element and an associated Wigner-like delay, or by comparing traces
corresponding to two different photoemission pathways. A shift between two traces
is then directly interpreted as a delay. It is important to realize that these two aspects
are indeed equivalent. For a signal oscillating with time, a phase shift can always be
expressed as a time delay:
sin(ωτ + ϕ s ) = sin(ω (τ + τ s )) ,

τs =

ϕs
ω

(4.14)

In the following, the investigation of photoemission dynamics with attosecond
streaking and RABBITT is discussed separately.

4.3.1 Photoemission delays with attosecond streaking
For the retrieval of the spectral phase of an XUV pulse from a streaking trace an
involved algorithm is required. In contrast, relative photoemission delays between
different emission pathways can be inferred in a straightforward manner.
Independent of the photoemission pathway chosen, an electron is streaked by the
same IR field. When two streaking traces corresponding to different initial and final
states are plotted against the same delay axis, a shift in the streaking trace is directly
interpreted as a delay in photoemission.
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Figure 4.4: Direct extraction of relative photoemission delays with the
attosecond streaking method. The two different streaking traces separated in
energy correspond to the photoemission from different initial states. The
photoemission delay corresponding to the shift between the two traces is
directly read off the delay axis.

Cavalieri et al. [14] first implemented this idea to extract relative photoemission
delays of 110 ± 70 as between the localized 4f core level and the delocalized
conduction band from a tungsten (110) surface. Interestingly, this measurement was
also the first example of attosecond spectroscopy in a condensed matter system.
Later, Schultze et al. [13] applied the same method to obtain relative photoemission
delays between the 2p and 2s states in neon. They found photoelectrons emitted from
the 2s orbital to precede the photoelectrons from the 2p orbital by roughly 20 as. In
addition, Neppl et al. [15] reported on the relative photoemission delay between core
level and valence-band states in single-crystalline magnesium. Both electron wavepackets appear in the continuum within their experimental uncertainty of 20 as. All
these results were not easily explained by theory and they caused animated
discussions among theoreticians
The results on tungsten were explained in the initial work by static transport
calculations. The authors used the slope of the bulk band structure to estimate the
group velocity of the electron wave-packets inside the solid. The lower lying 4f core
levels produced electrons with lower energy than the electrons from the conduction
band. Comparing the associated group velocities for the different electron energies
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they claimed that for an average propagation path the 4f electrons are expected in the
continuum roughly 100 as later than the electrons from the conduction band.
These experimental results experienced strong attention by theoreticians and
many different models were proposed to describe the experimental findings. Zhang
and Thumm, in their first paper on the subject, proposed a theory that attributes the
measured delay to the different degree of localization in the two initial states [83].
They argue that core-level electron wave-packets originating from different layers
interfere and thereby cause a delay. Kazansky et al. refined the static theory of the
initial work to include “the main ingredients of the short time physics involved in the
experiment” and solved a one-dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger equation
[84]. Lemell et al. [85] employed a classical transport theory and explained the
photoemission delay with “a larger emission depth, slowing down by inelasticscattering processes and (…) energy-dependent deviations from the free-electron
dispersion”. Krasovskii [86] claimed that “the strong lattice scattering in the vicinity
of band gaps leads to a distortion and a temporal shift of the streaking spectrogram”.
More recently, Zhang and Thumm [87] pointed out that “the propagation of the
photoelectron through the solid provokes a dielectric response in the solid that acts
back on the photoelectron wave-packet.” With this in mind they bring up excitation
of bulk and surface plasmons as explanations for the observed photoemission delay
in the experiment. At the basis of this observation lies the fact that the electron
distribution cannot equilibrate during the motion of the released photoelectron.
The vast variety of possible models shows the complexity of the photoemission
process from surfaces. In particular, the many-body effects complicate the situation.
The case of photoemission from noble gas atoms is expected to be clearer.
Nonetheless, theoreticians have not yet found a proper explanation to the 20 as delay
between the photoelectrons from the 2s and the 2p states in neon. The authors of the
experimental paper conducted a calculation with an independent electron model but
obtained only a delay of 4.0 as. When electron correlations were introduced, the
delay increased to 6.4 as. Kheifets and Ivanov included elastic scattering of the
photoelectron at the parent ion and many-body correlations but could only explain
half of the measured delay [88]. Zhang and Thumm [89] realized, that the IR
streaking field has a considerable influence on the photoemission dynamics. They
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solved the time dependent Schrödinger equation and found that the “combined
action of Coulomb and laser forces on the released photoelectron” has an impact on
the measured photoemission delay. This finding was soon supported by other
groups: Nagele et al. [72] came to the same conclusion and proposed a classical
description of the phenomenon. Ivanov [90] solved the TDSE for hydrogen in a
strong electromagnetic field and found considerable effects on the time delay already
at moderately strong fields. How to accurately treat this influence is discussed in a
separate section (4.3.3).
So far, the discussion was limited to delays that were extracted directly from
shifts in streaking traces. Even though the phase of the matrix elements was not
directly accessed, the extracted delays were interpreted as Wigner delays. However,
as just seen, the influence of the streaking field needs to be accounted for. Zhang and
Thumm [91] thoroughly investigated the relation between Wigner delays and the
delay extracted from streaking measurements for both atomic systems and surfaces.
They find that the two quantities differ in general and propose to distinguish
between Wigner delay and streaking delay.
Interestingly, there is a way to access the phase of bound-continuum transition
amplitudes with the attosecond streaking technique [92], as reported by Yakovlev et
al. They claim that the FROG algorithm in general retrieves the time domain
photoelectron wave-packet χ (t) rather than the complex envelope of the XUV pulse.
As previously mentioned, this quantity contains information on both the matrix
element and the phase of the radiation. This becomes nicely apparent in the spectral
domain1

p2 p2
χ (ω ) = −iE XUV ( − 0 ) d(p)
2
2

(4.15)

If the spectral phase of the XUV pulse is known, the phases of the dipole moment can
be extracted.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 This expression differs from equation (4.1) only in notation and units.
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4.3.2 Photoemission delays with RABBITT
Whereas attosecond streaking is conveniently described in the time domain,
RABBITT is understood more intuitively in the frequency domain. Rather than on a
spectral shift, RABBITT relies on interference fringes in the sidebands. In
consequence, photoemission dynamics is mostly accessed via the phase of the matrix
elements that is directly imprinted onto the phase of the interfering quantum paths.
The sidebands oscillate with delay as a result of the interference of a quantum path
involving the absorption of an IR photon and a second quantum path involving the
emission of an IR photon. The experimentally accessible phase φ2q of this oscillation
was already given in equation (4.6) and can be further broken down into

φ2q = Δϕ 2q + Δη2q + Δϕ cc, 2q + ϕ 0

(4.16)

The meaning of the different terms has been discussed previously (Section 4.2.1). In
order to assess the Wigner delay, the phase of the single-photon transition amplitude

η () has to be known
τW =

dη dη
=
d dω

(4.17)

Though, the best we can expect from equation (4.16) is a sampling of η () at discrete
energies. More precisely, only differences between η () at consecutive odd
harmonics can be extracted. However, assuming that all the supplementary terms in
equation (4.16) can be computed or accessed in separate measurements, the RABBITT
method yields a finite-difference approximation to the Wigner delay:
!

Δη2q η2q+1 − η2q−1 dη
=
≈
2ω 0
2ω 0
dω

(4.18)
ω =2qω 0

The prerequisite to extract photoemission delays from a RABBITT trace is thus the
knowledge of the additional terms in equation (4.16): Δϕ 2q , Δϕ cc, 2q and ϕ 0 .
The continuum-continuum phase arises from the presence of the additional IR
field and introduces a measurement-induced phase. It will be the subject of the next
section and is neglected for now. The two remaining terms can be considered as
characteristic to the harmonic radiation. For Δϕ 2q this is obvious, but ϕ 0 was
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introduced to account for the uncertainty about the zero point of the delay ( τ = 0 ).
Both terms will not change, if the RABBITT measurement is repeated with a different
target species. In this sense, a “calibration” measurement in a gas with known
transition atomic phase η () can be conducted to determine Δϕ 2q + ϕ 0 . With this
knowledge, Δη2q becomes accessible for virtually any RABBITT trace recorded
under the same conditions. With equation (4.18), a finite-difference approximation of
the Wigner delay is obtained. It is tempting to think of this delay as an “absolute”
delay. However, as mentioned earlier, the Wigner delay was originally derived in the
context of scattering theory with the incoming wave-packet as a natural “time-zero”
reference. This reference is not defined in a photoemission event, as no reference to
the ionizing field enters the definition of the Wigner delay.
This dilemma is circumvented if not resolved if relative photoemission delays are
addressed. Even if two RABBITT measurements are conducted under identical
conditions with different target gases and none of them can be considered as the
“calibration” measurement, information about the photoemission dynamics can be
extracted. Indeed, by subtracting the two corresponding phase equations (4.16) (still
neglecting Δϕ cc ) we get
!
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
φ2q
− φ2q
= Δη2q
− Δη2q

(4.19)

where the superscripts (1) and (2) label the different target gases. The expression on
the left hand side is simply the difference between the phases of the two
corresponding sidebands and hence experimentally accessible. This enables the
retrieval of a relative photoemission delay between the two gas species
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
φ2q
− φ2q
Δη2q
− Δη2q
=
≈ τ W(1) − τ W(2)
2ω 0
2ω 0

(4.20)

Experimentally, it is not always a sound assumption, that two different
measurements were conducted under identical conditions. Lasers are not perfectly
stable and HHG, with its inherently highly nonlinear behavior, sensitively reacts on
fluctuations in the parameters of the driving laser. Conducting the two
measurements simultaneously would vastly reduce the susceptibility to
experimental instabilities and systematic errors. As shown in the next chapter, we
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succeeded in implementing such a simultaneous measurement on different systems
to extract relative photoemission delays.
Alternatively, such a measurement can be conducted in the same target but
investigating different photoemission channels. Klünder et al. [93] applied this
method in argon to find relative photoemission delays between the 3p and the 3s
states. They also included the continuum-continuum phase contribution Δϕ cc .
Though, it is important to emphasize that neglecting this term does not qualitatively
influence the current discussion. Comparing the results of Klünder with the results
obtained with the streaking technique [13-15], a central difference between the
photoemission delay extraction with the two methods becomes apparent: whereas a
streaking measurement provides one relative delay at a specific energy, RABBITT
provides a series of data points, one per sideband. This turns out to be crucial in our
work. As discussed in the following chapter, our conclusions are mainly based on the
energy-dependence of extracted relative photoemission delays rather than on their
absolute values.
The accuracy of the invoked finite-difference approximation to the Wigner delay
has not been discussed so far. Clearly, the approximation fails to capture local abrupt
changes in the phase of the matrix element. This is the case for a Cooper minimum,
for example. However, in this work we are operating in a frequency range where the
phase of the matrix element is expected to be rather smooth. For this reason the
finite-difference approximation provides reliable results. Moving to mid-IR laser
sources to generate spectrally denser harmonics promises to improve the accuracy of
this method, as long as the sidebands are still resolvable.
Contemplating equation (4.20) again, one realizes, that the relative photoemission
delay can also be extracted directly from the two RABBITT traces. Much like in the
case of attosecond streaking, the two corresponding sidebands are plotted against the
common delay axis and a shift is interpreted as a relative delay in photoemission.
Figure 4.5 illustrates this situation. We stress once again, that this interpretation
looses its accuracy if the effect of the dressing IR field is included. This holds true
both for RABBITT as well as for attosecond streaking. How to address this issue is
the subject of the next section.
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Figure 4.5: Direct extraction of relative photoemission delays with the
RABBITT method. The two different RABBITT traces separated in energy
correspond to the photoemission from different initial states. The signal of
two corresponding sidebands is compared and the relative photoemission
delay corresponding to a shift is directly read off the delay axis.

4.3.3 Measurement-induced delay
In the previous sections, it was mentioned that the dressing IR field distorts the
measured photoemission delays by inducing an additional delay. In the RABBITT
technique, this situation becomes nicely apparent from a treatment in second order
perturbation theory (cf Appendix B for details). The phase of the two-photon matrix
element is given by
z z
(e)
θ 2q+1
= arg(π z fc zci + i℘∫ dn fn ni ), c = i + (2q + 1)ω
ω cn
(4.21)
z
z
(a)
θ 2q−1
= arg(π z fc zci + i℘∫ dn fn ni ), c = i + (2q − 1)ω
ω cn
℘ is Cauchy’s principal value. The first term on the right hand side in the previous
equations corresponds to the so-called on-shell contribution, that is the transition

from the initial state to the final state with two energy-conserving transitions via
state c , with defined energy c . The additional term includes the transitions
involving two non energy-conserving transitions. Of course, the overall transition
conserves the energy.
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In the previous sections, this issue was neglected and we simply assumed that we
could write
(e)
(e)
θ 2q+1
= η2q+1 + ϕ cc,
2q+1
(4.22)
(a)
(a)
θ 2q−1
= η2q−1 + ϕ cc,
2q−1

η2q±1 represents the (desired) phase of the single-photon transition amplitude for the
(e)
(a)
harmonics and ϕ cc,
2q+1 / ϕ cc, 2q−1 are referred to as continuum-continuum phases [73, 93,
94]. From equation (4.21) it is apparent that the latter term cannot be viewed as
belonging to a single-photon transition, but it contains a superposition of several
transitions. In the atomic case with spherical symmetry, a factorization of θ in the
sense of equation (4.22) can be conducted by taking the radial wave functions in the
asymptotic limit. The continuum-continuum delay τ cc is defined as

τ cc, 2q =

(e)
(a)
ϕ cc,
2q+1 − ϕ cc, 2q−1
2ω

(4.23)

This correction was incorporated in the delay presented by Klünder et al. [93].
Interestingly, the continuum-continuum delay is of opposite sign and bigger than the
Wigner delay. While the Wigner delay depends on the angular momentum of the
final state, the continuum-continuum delay is universal. Dahlström et al. refined
these computations in their comprehensive work [73, 94]. In this work, the long-range
amplitude-corrected asymptotic approximation [73] is employed. It is expressed in terms
of the final ( k ) and the intermediate ( κ ) wave numbers:
⎡ (2κ )iZ /κ Γ [ 2 + iZ(1 / κ − 1 / k)] ⎤
ϕ cc (k,κ ) = arg ⎢
⎥
iZ /k
(κ − k)iZ (1/κ −1/k )
⎣ (2k)
⎦
1⎞
κ −k
⎡ iZ ⎛ 1
⎤
+ arg ⎢1+ ⎜ 2 + 2 ⎟
⎥
⎝
⎠
2
κ
k
1+
iZ(1
/
κ
−
1
/
k)
⎣
⎦

(4.24)

Z is the charge of the remaining ion. It is nicely apparent, that this measurementinduced delay only depends on the electron energies involved and on the Coulomb

potential of the remaining ion. It depends neither on the initial state nor on the
strength of the dressing IR field. Applied to our previous expressions for the
continuum-continuum phase we choose
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(e)
ϕ cc,
2(2q + 1)ω , k = 2 qω
2q+1 : κ =

(4.25)

(a)
ϕ cc,
2(2q − 1)ω , k = 2 qω
2q−1 : κ =

Figure 4.6 presents the continuum-continuum delay τ cc computed with ω
corresponding to a wavelength of 800 nm. The measurement-induced delay τ cc was
introduced as a delay caused by the IR field. Its derivation in the asymptotic limit
reveals that the infinite range Coulomb potential also plays an essential role. Indeed,
setting Z = 0 in equation (4.24) results in a vanishing continuum-continuum phase.
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Figure 4.6: Continuum-continuum delay in argon with ω = 1.55 eV
according to the long-range amplitude-corrected asymptotic approximation from
[73].

If the dressing IR field distorts photoemission delay measurements with the
RABBITT technique, then one expects the attosecond streaking technique to be no
less affected. After all, the field strength required for a conceivable spectral shift is
higher. Nonetheless, the treatment of this effect is less intuitive. The possibility of
such a distortion was first proposed as a result of the discrepancy between
experiment and theory for the apparently simple case of the neon atom [13]. The
relevant work in this context was mentioned in Section 4.2.2. Zhang and Thumm [91]
addressed the difference between the Wigner delay and the streaking delay both for
atoms and surfaces. They found that in the case of atoms, the two quantities differ if
the potential is long-ranged. In the case of surfaces, they are different unless the IR
field does not penetrate the surface at all.

Chapter 5
Photoemission dynamics from
surfaces

This chapter covers the main results of this thesis. The theoretical background from
the previous chapter is combined with our versatile beamline as described in
Chapter 3. Simultaneously recorded RABBITT traces are employed in the sense of
Section 4.3.2 to examine relative photoemission delays between argon atoms and the
noble metal surfaces Ag(111) and Au(111). The atomic phase for argon is computed
[76] and the measurement in gas phase serves for calibration purposes. A significant
difference to the procedure outlined in Section 4.3.2 is the fact that the two RABBITT
measurements are not conducted at the same site. This has consequences on the
extraction of the surface phase and further calculations are in order, as discussed in
Section 5.1.
XUV-IR cross-correlation measurements are more involved in the case of a
condensed matter system. Several differences to the case of atoms give rise to new
phenomena. Furthermore, appropriate parameters for both the gas phase and the
surface have to be found simultaneously. Section 5.2 presents the experimental
aspect. The analysis procedure of the raw data is outlined in Section 5.3. The
resulting energy-dependent photoemission delays are presented and compared to
theory in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. The central result of this thesis is discussed in Section
5.6
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5.1 Simultaneous RABBITT scans at different sites
In Section 4.3.2 we found that for two RABBITT scans recorded under identical
conditions, the relative photoemission delay between two emission channels can be
extracted from the phase shift if an additional correction due to the measurementinduced delay τ cc is taken into account. This conclusion was based on the fact that
both the spectral phase of the harmonics ( Δϕ 2q ) and the offset phase ϕ 0 are not
influenced by the characteristics of the target. In the present case, this is no longer
adequate for two reasons: First, the two measurements are conducted at different
sites and the two fields experience phase shifts on the occasion of their propagation
between the two foci. Second, noble metal surfaces are highly reflective in the
infrared. In consequence, the probe field consists of a superposition of the incoming
and the reflected IR pulse. In view of this situation we write
(g)
(g)
φ2q
= Δϕ (1)
+ Δη2q
+ Δϕ (g)
+ ϕ 0(1)
2q
cc, 2 q
(s )
(s )
φ2q
= Δϕ (2)
+ Δη2q
+ Δϕ (scc,)2 q + ϕ 0(2)
2q

(5.1)

where the newly introduced superscript indicates the target ( g = gas, s = surface) or
the measurement site (1st or 2nd interaction region). In order to apply the same
procedure as before, the effect of the two described complications has to be
(1)
(2)
investigated. In other words, we need to find the relation between Δϕ 2q
and Δϕ 2q
and between ϕ 0(1) and ϕ 0(2) . These effects are treated separately for the XUV and for
the IR pulse in the following sections. The continuum-continuum phase for the
(s )
surface ( Δϕ cc,
2q ) is discussed later in this chapter.

5.1.1 Propagation phase for the harmonic radiation
When reimaged from the first focus into the second focus, the beams do not pass any
material and the whole propagation takes place in vacuum. Therefore, the spectral
phase of the harmonics is only affected by the reflection on the toroidal mirror
(2)
(1)
ϕ 2q±1
= ϕ 2q±1
+ ϕ toroid, 2q±1
(2)
(1)
Δϕ 2q
= Δϕ 2q
+ Δϕ toroid, 2q

(5.2)

Fresnel equations are invoked for the computation of reflection phases. In the
XUV spectral region, most of the photons are absorbed in the gold layer of the
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toroidal mirror and the refractive index becomes complex: n = n + ik . Inserting data
from Palik [66] into the appropriate Fresnel equation, the complex reflectivity rp () is
computed as

rp () =

 2 cos θ − n()
 2 − sin 2θ
n()

(5.3)

 2 cos θ + n()
 2 − sin 2θ
n()

A derivation of this formula is given in Appendix C. In our case we have θ = 80° .
The phase of this expression directly yields the reflection phase experienced upon
reflection on the toroidal mirror.

ϕ toroid, 2q±1 = arg(rp (2q±1 ))

(5.4)

Figure 6.1a shows the reflection phases in the XUV spectral region of interest. As
indicated by formula (5.2) it is not the absolute reflection phase but rather the
difference between two consecutive harmonics that enters the computation of the
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Figure 5.1: Energy-dependent reflection phase of XUV photons (a) and IR
photons (b) on the gold coated toroidal mirror under an angle of incidence
of 80° for parallel polarization. Data from Palik [66].
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5.1.2 Propagation phase for the IR field
The situation is different in the case of the IR field. In all the discussion about
RABBITT, the IR (probe) field was always assumed monochromatic. Under this
assumption, the absolute phase shift ϕ IR of the IR field is relevant. The phase of the
IR field appears in both interfering quantum paths, with opposite signs. Hence, the
offset phase becomes

ϕ 0(2) = ϕ 0(1) + 2ϕ IR

(5.5)

The contribution from the reflection on the toroidal mirror can be computed like in
the previous section, yielding an energy-dependent phase as shown in Figure 5.1b.
In addition to the reflection phase, the IR phase shift ϕ IR contains a phase due to
the reflection and interference on the target surface. Both noble metals studied in this
work are highly reflective in the infrared. At an angle of incidence of θ = 75° , gold
reflects 93% and silver even 94.7% with parallel polarization. In consequence, the IR
field consists of a superposition of an incoming and an almost equally strong
reflected beam. For an incoming beam of the form cos(ω t) , the reflected beam is
described by cos(ω t + ϕ r ) with the reflection phase ϕ r . The superposition becomes

cos(ω t) + cos(ω t + ϕ r ) = 2 cos(ϕ r / 2)cos(ω t + ϕ r / 2)

(5.6)

While the first factor just contains information about the amplitude of the resulting
field, the second factor shows the resulting phase shift of the IR field to be ϕ r / 2 .
Again, this phase appears in both quantum paths with opposite sign and has to be
multiplied by 2. In conclusion we find

ϕ 0(2) = ϕ 0(1) + 2ϕ toroid,1 + ϕ target , 1

(5.7)

where we have termed the reflection phase of the IR field at the target ϕ target , 1 . The
subscript 1 stands for 1⋅ ω and hence for the angular frequency of the fundamental
IR field.
This last contribution depends on the specific target surface. Figure 5.2b shows
ϕ target , 1 for the relevant photon energies for gold and silver.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Reflection of the IR probe beam on the surface under study.
The resulting electric field is the sum of Ei and Er and its temporal behavior
is given by equation (5.6). (b) Computed energy-dependent reflection phase
for silver and gold for an angle of incidence of 75°. In this spectral region,
data from [66] is sparse but linear interpolation is rather precise.

At this point, some comment about the definition of the reflection phase is in
order. It is well known from general optics that a perpendicularly polarized beam
experiences a phase shift of π upon reflection at a medium that is optically denser. In
terms of the electric field, this means that the field vectors of the incoming and the
reflected beam point in opposite directions. In the case of parallel polarization, the
field vectors of the incoming and the reflected beam are no longer collinear and the
situation looses its unambiguity. The convention that is used with Fresnel equations
is the following: the fields of the incident and the reflected/transmitted rays are inphase if their components perpendicular to the surface are parallel and out-of-phase
if they are antiparallel.
It is instructive to consider the case of normal incidence for the two polarization
states. The two situations are symmetric and one expects the same results.
Nevertheless, Fresnel equation for the perpendicular case (still assuming n2 > n1 )
yields r < 0 whereas in the parallel case we get r > 0 . This paradox is resolved by
realizing that the conventions differ for parallel and perpendicular polarization.1 This
confirms that Fresnel equation (5.3) gives us the right phase shift ϕ target , 1 (see Figure
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1Related to this issue is the question why a mirror inverts left and right but not up
and down
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5.2a). In the case of the toroidal phase shift, the results are not affected by the choice
of convention: both terms 2ϕ toroid, 1 and Δϕ toroid, 2q are immune to a change of the
reflection phase ϕ toroid, ... by π .
Finally, the angular dependence of the computed phase was investigated. We
computed the reflection phase for gold in the spectral range of the IR probe pulse for
different angles around 75°. The reflection phase shows a pronounced dependence
on the angle of incidence, as shown in Figure 5.3. For an angular deviation of ± 2° the
reflection phase is changed by ± 120 mrad. This corresponds to 25 as.

reflection phase (rad)

1.6

77°
76°
75.5°
75°
74.5°
74°
73°

1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

photon energy (eV)
Figure 5.3: Reflection phase for gold in the spectral range of the IR pulse for
different angles of incidence α (parallel polarization). Data from [66].

5.1.3 Surface specific phase
With the results of the two preceding sections, equations (5.1) can be solved for the
phase contribution of the single-photon transition amplitude from the noble metal
surface.
(s )
(s )
(2)
(s )
Δη2q
= φ2q
− (Δϕ 2q
+ ϕ 0(2) ) − Δϕ cc,
2q
(s )
(1)
(s )
≈ φ2q
− (Δϕ 2q
+ ϕ 0(1) ) − Δϕ toroid, 2q − 2ϕ toroid, 1 − ϕ target , 1 − Δϕ cc,
2q
(s )
(g)
(g)
(g)
(s )
= φ2q
− (φ2q
− Δη2q
− Δϕ cc,
2q ) − Δϕ toroid, 2q − 2ϕ toroid, 1 − ϕ target , 1 − Δϕ cc, 2q
(s )
(g)
(g)
(g)
(s )
= φ2q
− φ2q
+ Δη2q
+ Δϕ cc,
2q − Δϕ toroid, 2q − 2ϕ toroid, 1 − ϕ target , 1 − Δϕ cc, 2q

(5.8)
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(s )
With the exception of the continuum-continuum phase for the surface Δϕ cc,
2q , every
term in the previous equation is known. The first two phase terms on the right hand

side are extracted from experiment, the atomic phase for the gas (argon in our case)
is taken from [76]. The continuum-continuum phase for the gas measurement can be
computed with formula (4.24) and the remaining terms were discussed in this section.

5.2 Experimental aspects
In this section the experimental procedure to extend the RABBITT method to
surfaces is discussed. A surface target is different from a gas target in several aspects.
The measured photoelectrons originate from a completely different potential
landscape and this has far reaching consequences for an XUV-IR cross-correlation
measurement. They are discussed in Section 5.2.1. The symmetry of a surface is less
complete than in the atomic case. This requires new parameters, such as the
orientation of the surface, to be adjusted. Section 5.2 outlines the procedure followed
to optimize the parameters and presents the settings chosen to obtain nice RABBITT
traces on Ag(111) and Au(111) surfaces. Also the question whether optimal surface
settings still yield usable gas phase scans is addressed. Figure 5.4 shows the
experimental setup for recording simultaneous RABBITT measurements in argon
and on a noble metal surface.
HHG in argon

Hemispherical
electron analyzer

100nm Al foil
Delay stage

Mirror with
center hole

Noble metal
surface

TOF

e-

eFocusing
toroidal mirror

Argon gas

Reimaging toroidal mirror

Figure 5.4: Experimental setup for simultaneous RABBITT measurements in
argon and on a noble metal surface.

5.2.1 Additional complexities for condensed matter systems
Conventional XUV-IR cross-correlation measurements in gas phase such as
attosecond streaking and RABBITT are nowadays fairly easily implemented and
interpreted. An atomic gas proves to be the ideal target for various reasons. The
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electrons are ionized from discrete well-separated states and often they originate
only from one subshell. Every electron experiences the same potential. The atomic
gases are rather dilute such that the electrons, in good approximation, once in the
continuum interact neither with each other nor with other atoms/ions in the gas. The
ionization potential clearly exceeds the energy of one IR photon such that the IR field
is too weak to contribute electrons by itself. Moreover, the spherical symmetry
allows the continuum-continuum phase to be computed in the asymptotic limit. In
contrast, a surface target lacks these characteristics and XUV-IR cross-correlation
measurements become a delicate task. Table 5.1 gives an overview on the main
differences.
Characteristic

Gas phase

Surface

Initial states

Discrete, well-separated states

Potential landscape

Identical for every electron

e- - e- interaction

Negligible

Space charge effect

e-

Negligible

(In)elastic scattering

No ionization

ATP

In asymptotic limit possible

Scattering theory

None

surface quality crucial

- ion interaction

Effect of IR field
Computation of

τ cc

Target preparation

Energy bands
Depends on crystal momentum,
difference bulk/surface

Table 5.1: Comparison of characteristics of atomic gases and surfaces in the
context of XUV-IR cross-correlation measurements. ATP stands for abovethreshold photoemission.

There are perturbing effects on the surface that act on the photoemission process
in general and effects that are problematic only in the presence of the probing IR field.
A fundamental difference in photoemission between surfaces and atoms is already
observed for monochromatic excitation. Whereas in the atomic case discrete spectral
lines appear, the surface yields broader peaks as the electrons are ionized from bands
rather than discrete states. Furthermore, a considerable background that tends to
increase towards lower electron energies is observed. These photoelectrons are
inelastically scattered inside the solid and partially lose the energy provided by the
photon. This scattering mechanism is always present in solids and a mean free path
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is attributed to it. Interestingly, the inelastic mean free path is rather insensitive to
the consistency of the solid but mainly depends on the photoelectron energy inside
the solid. This dependence is described by the so-called universal curve [95] shown
in Figure 5.5.

mean free path (A)
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2000
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Figure 5.5: Universal curve of inelastic mean free path with a theoretical fit
from [95].

In the context of a RABBITT measurement, inelastic scattering has several
consequences. In gas phase, the energy range of the sidebands are not populated by
the XUV beam alone and the sideband oscillations are measured with virtually no
background. In a solid, inelastic scattering redistributes the photoelectrons such that
even without the dressing IR pulse the energy region of the sidebands is populated
(see Figure 5.6). At low photoelectron energies, this issue becomes particularly severe.
This contribution being time independent, it can in principle be subtracted as long as
it is not too strong with respect to the two-photon signal and the pulse energies are
stable for the duration of the measurement (see Section 5.3 on background
subtraction).
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Figure 5.6: Photoelectron spectra from argon and the Ag(111) surface with
the same attosecond pulse train. For the surface (red curve), the peaks are
broader and the contrast is reduced. A bias voltage of 5 V was applied to the
surface.

Besides inelastic scattering at the lattice, photoelectrons also undergo scattering
among each other. This effect is spatially not limited to the surface and is referred to
as space charge effect. In a simple picture, the photoelectrons repel each other such that
the first electrons to leave the surface are accelerated and the last ones are retarded.
Any photoelectron peak will thus get smeared out. An additional signature of this
effect is the increasing energy distance between photoelectron peaks corresponding
to consecutive odd harmonics. Space charge effects strongly depend on the density of
photoelectrons and therefore on the intensity of the ionizing radiation. In our
experiments this effect imposed an upper limit on the applicable intensities, as
beyond the contrast of the harmonic peaks strongly decreased. Figure 5.7 illustrates
this effect for different XUV fluxes.
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Figure 5.7: XUV only spectra for different photon fluxes. The flux is not
measured directly but is represented by the backing pressure of the
generation medium (argon). (a) raw spectra and (b) normalized spectra.
Upon normalization the shift in energy of corresponding peaks and also of
the peak distance becomes apparent. The spectra were taken on Ag(111)
with an angle of incidence of 75°. A bias voltage of 5 V was applied to the
surface.

The effects described so far are not specific to cross-correlation measurements;
they are also present in the absence of the dressing IR field. Adding the IR field
generates additional photoelectrons that blur the signal, especially at low energies.
This is in strong contrast to the situation in gas phase and is due to the substantial
difference in energy required to ionize an electron in the two systems. In argon the
ionization potential is 15.76 eV, corresponding to more than 10 IR photons ( λ = 800
nm). In the case of the Ag(111) surface, the work function is only 4.5 eV which can be
overcome by the absorption of only three photons. With intensities above
1011 W/cm2 the IR pulse is able to generate a considerable amount of electrons by
above-threshold photoemission (ATP).
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Figure 5.8: Electron spectra from Ag(111) with an angle of incidence of 75°
with and without the IR probe field. The intensity is indicated by the energy
of the IR pulse. At too strong IR intensities, the ATP signal completely
covers the XUV signal. This effect is more pronounced at lower
photoelectron energies. A bias voltage of 5 V was applied to the surface.

The behavior of ATP electron spectra is interesting in its own respect and will be
subject of further studies with our experimental setup. In the present context it is
important to realize that ATP produces a strong signal at low photoelectron energies
where it completely covers the signal stemming from the harmonic radiation (see
Figure 5.8). In conjunction with inelastic scattering, this imposes a lower limit on the
photoelectron energies we can access with our method. The extension of ATP spectra
to high photoelectron energies is governed by the IR intensity (see Figure 5.9). Along
with increasing photoelectron energies a higher IR intensity also leads to an
increasing density of photoelectrons and hence substantial space charge effect.
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Figure 5.9: ATP spectra with IR probe pulses at different pulse energies with
parallel polarization. The pulse duration was kept at ~ 60 fs and the
corresponding intensities are roughly 1.2, 2.6, 9.1 and 45 ⋅ 1011 W/cm2. The
spectra are normalized with respect to total counts and the secondary
electron cutoff is not fully shown. A bias voltage of 5 V was applied to the
surface.

Nevertheless, a sufficient IR intensity is required in order to generate detectable
sidebands. Therefore, a compromise between considerably populating the sidebands
without blurring the signal too much with ATP electrons has to be found. The choice
of the intensities of both the XUV and the IR pulse plays a key role in finding the
right settings for a nice RABBITT trace on the surface. It is important to keep in mind
that the target density is much lower for a gas phase target than for a surface. The
involved intensities must not be too low to achieve nice sidebands in the gas phase
scan as well.
A critical issue when working with surfaces is contamination. It is important to
work with clean surfaces as electrons emitted by contaminations might mask the
signal of interest. Before launching the measurements the surface was prepared by
several cycles of sputtering and annealing. Fortunately, the subsequent
contamination rate of the surface was rather low and we were able to perform
measurements over several hours.

5.2.2 Appropriate incidence angle for RABBITT measurements
The extension of our beamline was designed such that the XUV and the IR beam
formed an angle of 45° with the axis of the hemispherical electron analyzer. This
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means, that if photoelectrons are detected in normal emission the two pulses impinge
on the surface under the same angle of 45°. The polarization of both beams was
parallel to the optical table and hence parallel with respect to the surface. In the
beginning, all spectra where recorded in normal emission and we were able to find
appropriate parameters to discern the harmonic peaks. However, oscillations of the
sidebands were not observed.
To appraise this situation, the direction of the dressing IR field for an incidence
angle of 45° has to be considered. In this context, the reader is reminded of the
beginning of this chapter (Section 5.1.2), where the IR field was found to be a
superposition of the incoming and the reflected beam. Indeed, this affects not only
the phase of the electric field but also its direction. Computing the resulting field
vectors, one realizes that the superposition describes a field with a complex structure
and rotating direction. In a gas phase RABBITT, on the other hand, the direction of
the IR field is always along the axis of the time-of-flight spectrometer. Moving to
bigger incidence angles on the surface, the gas phase situation can be mimicked
locally close to the surface.
Increasing the incidence angle decreases the detection angle (the sum of
incidence angle and detection angle stays constant). For detection outside of the
surface normal the signal strength decreases. However, this drawback is
compensated by an improved contrast, as demonstrated in Figure 5.10. For too large
incidence angles, the “focal spot” on the surface is strongly distorted and the phase
of the two pulses becomes inhomogeneous over the focal spot. We found an
incidence angle of 75° to be a suitable compromise.
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Figure 5.10: Ag(111) spectra at different electron detection angles of 90°
(normal emission) and 60°. The latter corresponds to an incidence angle of
75°. (a) When going to grazing incidence, the signal is decreased but the
contrast is improved. (b) shows two different intensity settings for each
angle. Whereas at normal emission the contrast improves upon decreasing
the XUV flux, it stays unchanged in the case of grazing incidence. In this
situation, 7 mbar is a suitable setting to start with. A bias voltage of 5 V was
applied to the surface.

5.2.3 Setting up simultaneous RABBITT scans
After treating the peculiarities of surfaces in the two previous sections, this section
outlines the procedure followed to record simultaneous RABBITT measurements on
a noble metal surface and in gas phase. The scan on the surface is more demanding
and clearly deservers more attention. Nevertheless, we start out with a coarse
RABBITT scan in argon to assure reasonable temporal and spatial overlap of the two
beams. To decrease the acquisition time of such a scan, the IR field intensity is
usually chosen above 1012 W/cm2. The sideband signal is increased and lower
exposure times are required. Once the temporal and spatial overlap are confirmed
and the spectrum of the harmonics is reasonable, the beams are sent onto the surface.
For this purpose, the spherical mirror is retracted and the two pulses are focused
onto the surface by the toroidal mirror.
In the beginning, the clean surface is oriented such that the photoelectrons are
detected in normal emission and only the XUV pulse is employed. The filament
compression settings, phase matching and the target pressure in HHG are optimized
such that nice harmonic photoelectron peaks are observed in normal emission. In a
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next step, we move to grazing incidence. The distance between the surface sample
and the HEA is adjusted for optimal signal.
The flux of the XUV pulse is decreased until the contrast no longer increases. See
Figure 5.10 for an example. Now the dressing IR field is added out of delay. The
intensity is chosen such that the spectral preserves the structure imprinted by the
XUV pulse. A compromise between nice contrast and strong oscillations has to be
found. These settings are verified by temporally overlapping the two pulses (by
applying an appropriate voltage to the delay stage) and checking for delay
dependent signal variations in the sidebands.
If the sidebands nicely modulate for different delays, a simultaneous scan in
argon and on the noble metal surface is launched. Typically, a photoelectron range of
~ 20 eV and a delay range of ~ 15 fs is scanned. With a delay step of 250 as, an energy
step of 250 meV and an exposure time of 1 s per energy step the measurement takes
approximately two hours. Our experimental setup proved to be stable over this
period, as demonstrated by a persisting spatial overlap and regular sideband
oscillations. The limiting factor for the stability of our setup was the laser system. For
reasons still to be understood, the ATP background kept increasing throughout the
scan for most measurements. We strongly reduced the impact of this phenomenon
by appropriate data analysis, as discussed in the following section.
So far, the choice of parameters such as intensities for the two pulses, phasematching and temporal duration of the dressing IR pulse was exclusively dictated by
the surface. It turns out that the resulting settings also provide nice RABBITT traces
in gas phase. The exposure time for one delay setting is chosen as long as possible,
usually between two and three minutes.
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Figure 5.11: (a) Photon spectrum, (b) photoelectron spectrum from argon
and (c) photoelectron spectra from Ag(111) both for the XUV pulse and the
IR probe pulse for a typical simultaneous RABBITT scan.

5.3 Data analysis
This section describes the procedure to extract the phases from the sidebands in the
two RABBITT scans. In ordinary gas phase RABBITT measurement with relatively
long IR pulses the sideband oscillations are very clear. In this case, a simple Fourier
transformation is the method of choice and usually delivers accurate results.
Alternatively, curve fitting promises a better resolution at the price of decreased
robustness.
Our scans were recorded with rather short probe pulses and hence a short
interaction region. This implies a poor resolution in frequency space for direct
Fourier analysis. For a scan length of 20 fs the corresponding resolution is merely 50
THz. This is not sufficient for an accurate phase extraction. Direct curve fitting, on
the other hand, shows a strong sensibility to noise and especially to possible spikes.
For these reasons, a more sophisticated procedure for the phase retrieval was in
order. Several aspects have to be taken into account: First, the total count rate is not
constant over all delays. This is indicative of laser instabilities over the measurement
time. It turns out that mainly the probe pulse intensity changes, affecting the ATP
signal. An appropriate background treatment is important. Second, the frequency of
the IR field is not known exactly. This has important implications for curve fitting as
well as for Fourier transformation. In the former case it adds an unpleasant fitting
parameter, in the latter case the knowing the frequency is compulsory to read out the
phase. Third, apart from the frequency component at twice the fundamental IR
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frequency ( 2ω ) on the surface there is also a component at the fundamental IR
frequency itself ( ω ). In some cases the ω -component is even more pronounced.
Finally, the rather short IR probe pulse imprints its temporal envelope onto the
sideband, adding yet another fitting parameter or new frequency components.
The procedure devised to reliably retrieve the phase is a mixture of curve fitting
and Fourier filtering. The following list presents all the involved steps. They are
further described in the text below:
1. Background subtraction
2. Integration over sidebands
3. Time-domain filter
4. Real Fourier transform with zero-padding
5. Band-pass filtering around 2ω
6. Inverse Fourier transformation
7. Pre-fitting with Gaussian function
8. Fitting with cosine function with Gaussian envelope
We begin with the subtraction of an appropriate background from the raw data.
In gas phase, the IR probe field is too weak to ionize electrons by itself and only
redistributes the photoelectron in energy. Therefore, the total electron counts do
neither depend on the IR intensity nor on the delay and can be considered as a
relative measure of the photon flux in the XUV pulse. This allows compensating for
instabilities in the XUV flux for the surface scan. At each delay we subtract from the
raw signal the average spectrum over all delays multiplied by a factor γ given by

γ = cgas (τ )⋅

csurf
cgas

(5.9)

where cgas (τ ) is the total counts in gas phase at delay τ and ... denotes the average
over all delays. As a result, the frequencies introduced by the laser instability are
partially removed and the sideband oscillations become visible more clearly.
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In the next step the signal is integrated over the sidebands. The integration range
is chosen such that it contains the sideband without covering the neighboring
harmonics. This choice is specific to each scan. Steps 3 to 6 implement a band pass
filter around the frequency of interest. To determine the center of the filter, the
frequency spectrum of the corresponding sideband in gas phase is consulted. There,
the spectrum is in general less noisy and a direct Gaussian fit is applicable. The filter
is Gaussian in shape with a FWHM of 50 THz. First, the experimental data is filtered
in the time domain by multiplying it with a super-Gaussian of order 4 and a center
and FWHM that is adapted to the specific trace. Typically, these parameters were
chosen such that the signal vanishes at the beginning and the end of the scan but the
time-filtered signal would still contain most of the structure of the sideband. The
filtered signal is Fourier transformed, multiplied by the above described band pass
filter and subsequently back transformed into the time domain. Zero-padding to
obtain 212 data points improves the spectral resolution of the Fourier transform. Since
all data is real, real Fourier transforms are invoked throughout.
Using a Gaussian band-pass filter, the envelope of the resulting signal will
equally be Gaussian. The signal is described by the following function:

c(τ ) = p0 e p1(τ − p2 ) cos(2π p3τ + p4 )
2

(5.10)

This fitting function has 5 parameters ( pi ) with the desired phase as p4 . The curve
fitting procedure was applied in two steps: in a first step, the signal was fitted to the
above function without the cosine term. The extracted parameters were then used as
initial values for fitting the signal to function the complete function c(τ ) .

5.4 Results
In this section the results of the simultaneous RABBITT measurements in argon and
on the noble metal surfaces Ag(111) and Au(111) are presented. The data set as
presented in this thesis consists of 14 couples of simultaneously recorded RABBITT
traces: 6 on Ag(111) and 8 on Au(111). Figure 5.12 shows an example for such a
measurement with Au(111). Both traces shown are raw data. As previously
mentioned, on the surface the RABBITT trace presents a considerable background
due to inelastic scattering and above-threshold photoemission caused by the IR field
alone. This background strongly decreases with increasing photoelectron energy
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which is clearly visible in the Au(111) trace. Nevertheless, the harmonics and the
sidebands can be nicely distinguished, and oscillations both in the sidebands and in
the harmonics are observed. The temporal intensity profile of the probing IR field is
imprinted on the amplitude of the sideband oscillations.
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Figure 5.12: Raw data of simultaneously recorded RABBITT traces in argon
and on Au(111).

This result is already remarkable in its own respect. It is the first time that subcycle dynamics is resolved in condensed matter systems by means of APTs. The
formation of sidebands due to simultaneous absorption of an XUV and an IR photon
has been observed on a platinum surface but no sub-cycle temporal structure could
be retrieved [96]. Figure 5.13 shows a trace on Ag(111) with two spectra at different
delays in the temporal overlap. At a delay of 250 as, sidebands appear and the
harmonics are partially depleted. Roughly half an oscillation period later, at a delay
of 1 fs, the spectrum strongly resembles the photoelectron spectrum beyond the
temporal overlap of the two pulses. This scan provides a particular case, where the
background is rather low such that the modulations are already apparent in the raw
signal. It was recorded with a slightly bigger incidence angle of 77°.
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Figure 5.13: RABBITT trace on Ag(111) with an incidence angle of 77°
exhibiting clear sub-cycle temporal structure.

When comparing two simultaneously recorded RABBITT traces, the phase of the
corresponding sidebands has to be extracted to invoke the formalism developed in
the first part of this chapter. First, the background as described in Section 5.3, is
subtracted from the surface scan. As an example, Figure 5.14 shows the data from
Figure 5.12 after the background subtraction. The gas phase scan is not modified as
the sidebands already present a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. In contrast to the
previous figure, the RABBITT trace in argon is plotted against photon energy rather
than electron energy. The difference between the two quantities is simply the
ionization potential of argon (15.76 eV). The energy ranges of the sidebands are
delimited in white (gas) and gray (surface).
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Figure 5.14: RABBITT trace in argon (raw data) and in Au(111) after
background subtraction. The white/gray lines indicated the energy range of
the sidebands. The spectrogram in argon is plotted against photon energy by
adding the ionization potential of argon (15.76 eV) to the electron energy.

Next, the question of the correspondence has to be addressed. This issue cannot
be treated simply by energy considerations, as space charge is known to shift the
final energy of the photoelectrons. To experimentally identify the corresponding
sidebands, the zirconium filter was inserted. From the energy-dependent
transmission for a 100-nm thick Zr filter (Figure 3.4) we conclude that only harmonic
order 17 is substantially transmitted. Comparing photoelectron spectra recorded on
Ag(111) with a Zr filter and with the conventional Al filter reveals that the first
harmonic (at around 20.7 eV) that protrudes from the ATP background is HH 17.
Assessing this correspondence from an energetic point of view it is important to
keep in mind, that in our scans the surface sample was biased with 5 V. The
associated energy shift nearly cancels the work function of Ag(111). Subtracting the
4d binding energy (4.5 eV) of the energy corresponding to 17 IR ( λ = 800 nm)
photons yields 17 × 1.55 eV – 4.5 eV = 21.85 eV. This is approximately in agreement
with our observations. In conclusion, the first sideband observed in our scans is
sideband 16. Hence the lowest sideband detected in gas phase (~ 22 eV, SB 14) lacks a
counterpart on the surface.
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Following the procedure outlined in the first part of this chapter a phase is
attributed to every sideband in every scan. Due to the unknown offset of the delay
axis and varying high-harmonic generation conditions, the phases for only one target
are randomly scattered. Taking the difference in phase between two corresponding
sidebands on the surface and in argon, the results become consistent. This proves
that the method yields reliable results. Moreover, the results for Ag(111) and Au(111)
both quantitatively and qualitatively differ. Our method is thus also surface specific.
Figure 5.15 shows the phase differences for all considered scans for the two noble
metals. The phase differences are plotted as a function of the photon energy.
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Figure 5.15: Difference of the experimental sideband phases from the two
RABBITT scans: surface – gas.

Two characteristics of these results are already apparent in the extracted phase
differences. First the qualitative behavior of the photoemission delay as measured
with our method is largely dictated by the experimental phase. The energydependence of the correction terms (cf. Section 5.1) is much weaker than the one
exhibited by the phase differences for Ag(111) in particular. Furthermore, the errors
presented in the following, exclusively stem from the experimental phase. We
believe, that this error dominates over other uncertainties and define our errors as
the standard deviation obtained from the distributions of the different phases.
The photoemission delays are inferred by subtracting the additional
contributions according to equation (5.8). In this computation phases are always
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considered module 2π . In other words, the photoemission delay was supposed to be
below the period of the sideband oscillations (~ 1.3 fs). The photoemission delays as
extracted from our measurements are displayed in Figure 5.16. The reader is
reminded, that the absolute values indicated on the ordinate can be misleading. No

photoemission delay (as)

absolute photoemission delays are accessed. This was the essential message from
Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.16: Experimental photoemission delays for Ag(111) and Au(111). In
the former case, the electrons originate from the 4d band, in the latter from
the 5d band.

However, the energy-dependence of the (relative) photoemission delay is very
instructive. Enabling the access to this information is the major advantage of our
method. In an attosecond streaking measurement a plain relative delay at a specific
photon energy is extracted. To assess the origin of the presented photoemission
delays, some theory is in order. This will be the subject of the next section.

5.5 Theory for photoemission from surfaces
Photoemission delays from atomic systems are adequately described by Wigner’s
formalism. From the phase of the transition amplitude between the bound initial
state and the continuum final state, the photoemission delay can be inferred. As
illustrated by the discrepancy between theory and experiment in the case of the neon
results obtained by attosecond streaking [13], the computation of this phase can be a
formidable issue.
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Photoemission from surfaces is more complicated as it involves a further step.
First, the electron is promoted from the valence band into an intermediate state in the
conduction band by the absorption of an XUV photon. The delay attributed to this
step is described by Wigner’s formalism, like in the atomic case. Subsequently, the
electron is transported to the surface, contributing an additional delay. In the context
of a RABBITT measurement, and of an XUV-IR cross-correlation measurement in
general, an IR photon is emitted/absorbed in a final step. As discussed in Section
4.3.3, this last step yields a so-called measurement-induced delay. These three steps
are illustrated in Figure 5.17, including an energy scheme for the bulk and for the
surface.
continuum-continuum
E

3

H19
SB18
H17
Wigner

1

transport

2
Ekin

(2q ± 1)
vacuum level
Fermi level

valence band

V0

EF

surface
bulk

core levels

Figure 5.17: Energy scheme for the surface with the three steps involved in
photoemission.

Here, the measurement-induced delay is treated on a different footing than the
other two delays (Wigner and transport delays). It is important to emphasize, that
even though RABBITT is based on two-photon transitions, photoemission delays for
single-photon emission are inferred. In this respect, the measurement-induced delay
is a correction to the experimentally extracted delay. This correction is already
implemented in the data shown above. The computation of these delays was done in
a scattering scheme.
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To describe our findings, the sum of the Wigner delay for the initial excitation
and the transport delay were computed with a simple model. The Wigner delay was
computed in the framework of scattering theory. The delay due to the absorption of
the XUV photon was calculated based on radial matrix elements and corresponding
scattering phase shifts that were computed for dipole-allowed transitions in a
muffin-tin potential for Ag and Au [97]. In Figure 5.18 all computed delays are
shown. They are plotted against the kinetic energy of the electron inside the solid, as
this is the natural choice both for the description of the Wigner delay and for the
transport delay.
Transport delays were calculated based on a ballistic model. The group velocities
were obtained from fitting free-electron final states to the bulk band structure. The
average propagation distance is given by the inelastic mean-free path (Figure 5.5) at
given energies. This procedure is similar to the one followed by Cavalieri et al. [14].
Transport is susceptible to the remaining charge of the photohole and therefore is
expected to show a dependence on the screening dynamics. The typical time scale of
the build-up of screening was predicted to be in the range of 250 as [98]. This is in the
range of our experimental photoemission delays. In our computations, the two
extreme cases with instantaneous screening (absence of photohole) and no screening
were evaluated using a hydrogen-like potential. Due to the small effect of the
photohole on the deep potential well in Ag and Au, the difference is minor. From
Figure 5.18 it becomes apparent, that the contribution from transport is dominant
and imprints the qualitative shape on the total computed photoemission delay
(Wigner + transport). The monotonic decrease of transport times with increasing
kinetic energy is a consequence of both the increasing group velocity and the shape
of the universal curve of the inelastic mean free path in solids [95].
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Figure 5.18: Computed delays in photoemission: transport delay with
instantaneous screening, in the absence of screening, the Wigner delay
associated to the initial excitation by an XUV photon and the continuumcontinuum or measurement-induced delay.

5.6 Photoemission dynamics beyond transport
The sum of the computed Wigner and transport delays forms the estimated
photoemission delay from the surfaces Ag(111) and Au(111). Again, relative delays
are involved and our calculations are not expected to match the experimental data in
terms of absolute values. In other words, experiment and theory are based on a
different time-zero reference with unknown offset. For better comparison between
the photoemission delays from theory and experiment, 370 as were subtracted from
the latter. This choice is arbitrary and exempt of any physical meaning. Figure 5.19
presents the shifted experimental results together with the theoretical delays,
delimited by the extreme cases of instantaneous screening and in the absence of
screening.
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Figure 5.19: Photoemission delays with values from theory for Ag(111) and
Au(111). The experimental results were downshifted by 370 as for
comparison with theory.

The overall trend of the experimental data shows a decrease of the photoemission
delay with energy, in agreement with our theory. However, this tendency is clearly
interrupted at the intermediate photon energies in Ag(111). XUV excitation around
30 eV (HH19) leads to resonant interband transitions to the Λ 6 sp-band [99] close to
the L6+ van Hove singularity with a high density of states. In the absence of such
resonances the electron spectrum is dominated by surface emission [19]. At this
energy, however, the availability of bulk final states leads to enhanced emission from
the metal bulk and thus increased transport times, which would explain the
deviations in the experimental delays around 30 eV.
The interplay between resonant bulk vs. surface emission has been discussed
recently [100] to explain the delays observed in the earlier streaking experiments [14,
15]. A similar tendency is also observed in the Au(111) delay but less pronounced.
The resonant interband transition in Au is slightly shifted as compared to Ag and
thus the contribution of bulk emission to the observed delays is reduced.
At any rate, the qualitative dependence of the delay-energy function suggests
important contributions beyond simple transport. This is in contrast to observations
in previous studies using the attosecond streaking approach [14, 15]. The ability to
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sample energy-dependent photoemission delays affords detailed insight into the
photoemission process that goes beyond the measurement of a plain delay. For
suitable systems with light elements and weak potentials, such as second and third
row alkali and alkaline earth metals, this technique holds the promise to access
screening dynamics of the photohole.

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Outlook

In this thesis, our existing attosecond beamline was modified and extended to
investigate photoemission dynamics from noble metal surfaces. A technique
previously applied only in gas phase was extended to condensed matter systems and
the relevant theoretical framework was established. An elaborate design of the
beamline extension, both optically and in terms of residual gas pressure, allowed for
simultaneous XUV-IR cross-correlation measurements in completely different
systems. This novel feature was exploited to calibrate the radiation sources in argon
and extract the temporal characteristics of photoemission from the noble metal
surfaces Ag(111) and Au(111). In contrast to previous studies [14, 15], our method
provides the energy-dependence of the photoemission delay. The structure of the
energy-delay function clearly disagrees with our computations mainly based on
transport. This result suggests that substantial contributions other than transport
contribute to the photoemission delay experienced by the electron.
The recent development of attosecond science has produced a great variety of
XUV-IR cross-correlation methods such as RABBITT [6, 64], attosecond streaking [71]
and transient absorption [58, 101, 102]. Depending on the invoked technique,
different source parameters such as wavelength, intensity, temporal structure and
polarization are required. These methods are considered complementary and it is
highly desirable to combine several setups in one beamline.
Recently, the tool set of attosecond science was applied to condensed matter
systems [14, 15]. This promises to investigate many-body effects like photoholescreening, electron-electron scattering and transport on their natural time scale. We
extended our attosecond beamline and generated a second interaction region by
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relay-imaging the focus in the first interaction region. A hemispherical electron
analyzer was installed in the second focus. XUV-IR cross-correlation measurements
on noble metal surfaces proved that the temporal and spatial properties of the two
beams are conserved to a good degree. The pressure as well as the stability of our
setup allowed for prolonged acquisition of photoelectron spectra.
Our extension is not specific to condensed matter targets and any detector can be
placed in the second interaction region. In this sense, our setup makes the powerful
tool set of attosecond science available to new scientific communities.
In this thesis the attosecond beamline at ETH (Attoline) was modified and
extended with a second interaction region. This significantly adds to its flexibility
and versatility.
The two-foci geometry of our beamline allows comparing photoemission
dynamics in two completely different targets. In this work, measurements in argon in
the first interaction region were combined with measurements on the noble metal
surfaces Ag(111) and Au(111). Elaborate design of our beamline extension enabled
simultaneous measurements in both interaction regions. This strongly reduced the
susceptibility to experimental instabilities when comparing the two measurements.
The RABBITT technique had previously been applied in gas phase exclusively. In
this thesis, this method was extended to condensed matter systems. The possibility to
record simultaneous RABBITT traces in two different systems was exploited to
calibrate our device with the temporal structure of the radiation sources. In
consequence, the fingerprint of the photoemission dynamics could be disentangled
from the contribution of the radiation sources.
RABBITT traces both on Ag(111) and Au(111) were obtained with clear
appearance and oscillations of the sidebands. Whereas the formation of sidebands
due to the simultaneous absorption of an XUV and an IR photon has been observed
before [96], our RABBITT traces constitute the first observation of sub-cycle temporal
structure with attosecond pulse trains from a condensed matter system.
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The RABBITT technique was successfully extended to condensed matter
systems, achieving the first observation of sub-cycle dynamics in condensed
matter systems using attosecond pulse trains. A novel scheme with a
simultaneously recorded calibration trace in argon allowed extracting the surface
specific contributions.
In order to investigate photoemission dynamics by means of our novel scheme,
the fact that the two measurements are conducted at two different sites had to be
accounted for. In this thesis, a formalism to unravel the surface specific phase of the
transition amplitude from two simultaneous RABBITT measurements was devised
and implemented.
Our method allows accessing the (relative) photoemission delay for different
photon energies with the same initial state and under identical conditions in a single
measurement. For every pair of corresponding sidebands that is resolved, a
photoemission delay can be extracted. In contrast to the attosecond streaking
technique, our method accesses the dependence of the photoemission delay on the
photon energy. This information affords a much deeper insight into photoemission
dynamics than the determination of a plain delay. The main conclusions of this work
rely on the shape of the energy-delay function rather than on absolute values.
Our method allows accessing the energy-dependence of the photoemission
delay, providing a more detailed insight into photoemission dynamics.
The experimental findings were compared to a model including the Wigner [68,
69] delay due to the initial excitation by the absorption of an XUV photon and the
transport delay. The calculations show that transport is the dominant contributor to
the overall delay. Transport delays decrease with the kinetic energy and hence with
the photon energy. However, this is in disagreement with our data, both for Ag(111)
and Au(111). In particular in the case of Ag(111), the experimental photoemission
delays at intermediate photon energies present a substantial deviation from this
tendency. The discrepancy between experiment and theory is mainly attributed to a
resonance in the sp-band. In any case, our data show that transport alone does not
adequately describe photoemission dynamics from noble metal surfaces. A more
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rigorous theoretical treatment including complex many-body interactions is needed
to account for the observed experimental delays.
This result is in contrast to the findings in previous studies on photoemission
dynamics from surfaces [14, 15]. There, the attosecond streaking technique was
employed and only one photoemission delay at a specific photon energy was
extracted. In both cases, the obtained delay was attributed to transport. With a single
data point, no assertion on the energy-dependence could be made and the deviation
from dynamics that is based on transport was not perceivable.
Our experimental findings suggest significant contributions beyond simple
transport, in contrast to previous results.
This work opens new perspectives in attosecond spectroscopy on condensed
matter systems. Both the laser source as well as the beamline with the new surface
endstation in the second interaction region are now in a reliable working condition.
Several ideas for further measurements exist and will be implemented in the near
future. Currently, an optical parametrical amplifier (OPA) similar to [103] and
operating at wavelengths around 1.5 µm is being set up in our laboratory. Generating
APTs with mid-IR sources yields spectrally denser harmonics. A denser sampling in
our simultaneous RABBITT measurements improves the resolution and bears the
potential to resolve further details.
In the present work, only the sideband oscillations at twice the frequency of the
probing IR field were discussed and analyzed. Though, for every sideband, also an
oscillation at the IR frequency itself was observed. The relative strength of this
oscillation exhibits a strong, non-monotonous dependence on the sideband. The
origin of these oscillations is currently investigated. Recollision is a possible
explanation, but further simulations and possibly experimental evidence are in order
to confirm this hypothesis.
Applying our technique to other metals might be instructive for identifying the
contributions other than transport. For suitable systems with light elements and
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weak potentials, such as second and third row alkali and alkaline earth metals, our
method holds the promise to access screening dynamics of the photohole.
Alternatively, more complex targets can be studied. A particular system that has
recently attracted attention is a self-assembled monolayer of [121]tetramantane-6thiol adsorbed on the noble metal surfaces studied in this work. Tetramantane
molecules exhibit a negative electron affinity [104, 105], meaning that electrons
excited to unoccupied states are spontaneously emitted. Tetramantane was found to
emit close to monochromatic electrons [100] and the emission is surprisingly fast
[106]. This high-brilliance source is a promising candidate for electron tomography
[107]. Moreover, the photoemission dynamics is interesting from a fundamental
point of view. Our system was initially devised in view of such investigations and
satisfies all requirements. Furthermore, tetramantane being self-assembling, the
sample preparation is fast and the system is rather stable.
Finally, many aspects of strong field phenomena in condensed matter systems
are still unexplored. The achievable intensity levels in our beamline are adequate for
these studies. Some preliminary results on strong field ionization from Ag(111) have
been obtained during this thesis. Surprisingly high photoelectron energies are
achieved with only a strong IR field present and there is a pronounced difference
between s- and p-polarization of the IR field. A more detailed study of these effects is
planned for the near future.

Appendix

A. Single-photon transition in perturbation theory
The transition amplitude for a single-photon transition is derived in lowest order
perturbation theory. With the usual photon flux generated by high harmonic
generation perturbative treatment is clearly justified. Atomic units (  = e = me = 1 ) are
used throughout this section. For the field the dipole approximation in the length
gauge is invoked with the field ( E(t) ) polarized along the z-axis.
V̂ (t) = E(t)ẑ

(A.1)

Inserting this into the first order perturbation theory expression for the (complex)
amplitude of the final state at time t we get
t

a (1)
f (t) = − i ∫ dt ′ f V̂ (t ') i e

i( f −i ) t ′

−∞

t

∫ dt ′E(t ')e

= −i f ẑ i

(A.2)
i( f −i ) t ′

−∞

Here i and f are the initial and the final states with corresponding energies i and
 f . Taking the limit t → ∞ (letting the complete pulse pass) we get the S-matrix
element
(1)
S (1)
(t)
f /i = lim a f
t→∞

∞

= −i f ẑ i

∫ dt ′E(t ')e

i( f −i ) t ′

(A.3)

−∞

 ω fi )
= −iz fi E(
 ω fi ) is the spectral
where z fi = f ẑ i is the transition dipole moment and E(
amplitude of the XUV field at the frequency ω fi satisfying ω fi =  f − i (energy

conservation). This expression is general and not limited to monochromatic fields.
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Two-photon transition in perturbation theory

For a complete understanding of the RABBITT technique it is compulsory to
understand the two-photon transition. The corresponding transition amplitudes in
second order perturbation theory are derived in this section. Again, atomic units are
used throughout the section. The application of perturbation theory is certainly
justified for the rather weak XUV field and for a comprehensive overview over the
presented calculations the reader is encouraged to consult [94] and the dissertation
by J. M. Dahlström (unpublished).
In the context of a RABBITT measurement lower than second order transitions do
not contribute to the amplitude of the final states (sidebands) and we can directly
write the second-order expression in standard perturbation theory [75]. For
simplicity we assume the intermediate states to be discrete (this assumption will be
relaxed further down).
t

t'

−∞

−∞

a (2)
f (t) = − ∫ dt ' ∫ dt '' ∑ e

iω fnt ′

f V̂ n n V̂ i eiω nit ′′

(B.1)

n

with ω ni = n − i and the perturbation consisting of the (delayed) IR field and the
XUV field.
V̂ = V̂IR + V̂XUV

(B.2)

It is important to stress that all states involved ( n ) are field-free states. With this last
expression we get

f V̂ n n V̂ i = f V̂IR n n V̂IR i + f V̂XUV n n V̂XUV i
+ f V̂IR n n V̂XUV i + f V̂XUV n n V̂IR i

(B.3)

Considering the physical systems we want to describe, we realize that the first
two terms on the right hand side of the last equation can be neglected: the absorption
of two IR photons is not sufficient for ionization and any nonlinear transition in the
XUV spectral region is unlikely due to the low intensity. Furthermore we also neglect
the third term under the assumption that the system cannot be excited by a single IR
photon. This corresponds to introducing a time-ordering between V̂IR (t) and V̂XUV (t ′ ) .
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In a next step we explicitly write down the two operators V̂IR and V̂XUV . For this
we take the two fields to be polarized along the common axis z and invoke the
dipole approximation in the length gauge
V̂IR/XUV (t) = EIR/XUV (t)ẑ

(B.4)

The IR field is taken to be monochromatic and the XUV pulse consists of an infinitely
sharp frequency comb. The norm of the spectral amplitudes of the harmonics is set to
unity

E XUV (t) = ∑ e

−i(2q+1)ω t+iϕ 2 q+1

(B.5)

q

EIR (t) = e−iω t + eiω t

In this expression the XUV field is written in a complex form whereas the IR field is
real. This shows the fact that XUV photons are only absorbed whereas IR photons are
either absorbed or emitted. Inserting the explicit form of the operators into equation
(B.1) we get
t

t'

−∞

−∞

a (2)
f (t; τ ) = − ∫ dt ' ∫ dt '' E IR (t '+ τ )E XUV (t '')∑ z fn zni e
t

=−

iω fnt ′ iω nit ′′

e

n

−iω (t '+τ )
+ eiω (t '+τ ) ) ∑ e
∫ dt '( e

−∞

n

iω fnt ′

t'

z fn zni ∑ ∫ dt ''e [

i ω ni −(2q+1)ω ]t ''+iϕ 2 q+1

(B.6)

q −∞

where we have introduced z fn = f ẑ n . The second integral of this last expression
gets a delta-function in the limit of t '' → ∞ with at most one value of q not vanishing
and one directly sees that two quantum paths contribute for a final state satisfying
 f = 2qω : one for each term in the factor e−iω (t '+τ ) + eiω (t '+τ ) that means, one path with

(

)

absorption of an IR photon and one path with emission of an IR photon.
For illustration purposes we are now going to concentrate on one of these paths, that
is the absorption of harmonic 2q + 1 followed by the emission of an IR photon
t

(e)
a2q
(t;τ ) = −

∫ dt 'e

−∞

iω (t '+τ )

∑e
n

iω fnt ′

z fn zni e

iϕ 2 q+1

t'

∫ dt ''e

i[ω ni −(2q+1)ω ]t ''

(B.7)

−∞

Here we see that the second integral is not clearly defined. Thinking back to the case
of single-photon absorption we realize that the problem is that we cannot determine
the first-order expression an(1) (t) for finite times t .
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To deal with this problem we apply a mathematical trick and assume that the
ionizing field is turned on exponentially, that is

e−i(2q+1)ω t → e−i(2q+1)ω t+ηt

(B.8)

with a positive small η . Later on we are taking the limit η → 0 + . Now the last
integral of equation (B.7) can be evaluated explicitly:
t'

∫ dt ''e

i[ω ni −(2q+1)ω ]t ''+ηt ''

=

−∞

iei[ω ni −(2q+1)ω ]t '+ηt ′
(2q
[ + 1)ω − ω ni ] + iη

(B.9)

Before continuing we introduce the state c with energy c = i + (2q + 1)ω . Plugging
this into the expression for the second-order expression and taking the limit t → ∞
we get the corresponding S-matrix element
(2, e)
S2q
(τ ) = − ieiωτ e

iϕ 2 q+1

z fn zni ∞
i ω −2qω )t '+ηt ′
dt 'e ( fi
∫
+
i
η
cn
−∞

∑ω
n

(B.10)

We see, that the presence of η in the denominator prevents the expression in the
summation to become singular in the case of n = c . Anticipating the limit η → 0 + we
can safely set η to zero in the integral (unlike in the denominator of the fraction) and
get a delta-function imposing energy conservation of the two-photon transition
(2, e)
S2q
(τ ) = − ieiωτ e

iϕ 2 q+1

z fn zni
δ (ω fi − 2qω )
cn + iη

∑ω
n

(B.11)

We assumed the intermediate states to be discrete. However, in general these
states form a set of continuous and discrete states whereas the contribution of the
bound states is strongly suppressed by the denominator of the form (2q + 1)ω − ω ni .
Replacing the summation by an integral and finally taking the limit η → 0 + we get we
can apply the real line version of the Sokhotsky-Plemelj theorem, stating that for real
constants a and b satisfying a < 0 < b
b
b
f (x)
f (x)
(B.12)
lim
dx = iπ f (0) +℘∫
dx
ε →0 + ∫ x ± iε
x
a
a
℘ denotes Cauchy’s principal value. This yields (omitting the delta function)
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(2, e)
S2q
(τ ) = − ieiωτ e
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lim ∫ dn

η→0 +

iωτ iϕ 2 q+1

= −e e

n
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ω cn + iη

⎡
z fn zni ⎤
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⎥
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The adaptation of this last expression to the path involving the absorption of an IR
photon is straightforward
⎡
z z ⎤
iϕ
(2, a)
(B.14)
S2q
(τ ) = − e−iωτ e 2 q−1 ⎢π z fc zci + i℘∫ dn fn ni ⎥
ω cn ⎦
⎣
n
where c is the eigenstate with energy c = i + (2q − 1)ω .
The meaning of the first two exponentials in (B.13) and (B.14) are rather obvious,
they are discussed in Section 4.2.1. The last factor is essential for understanding the
application of the RABBITT technique to study system-specific matrix element
phases and for the understanding of the influence of the measurement process on the
information gained. This is discussed in Sections 4.3.2. and 4.3.3. For now we want to
stress that this last factor is just a complex number depending only on the system
under study. For the purpose of RABBITT as a pulse characterization method we get
(2, e)
S2q
(τ ) = A(e) e−iωτ e
(2, a)
2q

S

iϕ 2 q+1 iθ 2e q+1

e

a
(a) iωτ iϕ 2 q−1 iθ 2 q−1

(τ ) = A e e

(B.15)

e
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A(e)e

iθ 2e q+1

= −π z fc zci − i℘∫ dn
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c = i + (2q + 1)ω
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!

A(e) and A(a) are real quantities.

(B.16)
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Derivation of Fresnel equation for metals

The following material is nicely described in [108]. In a first approximation metals
can be considered as a gas of free electrons. Together with the positive nuclei they
can undergo so-called plasma oscillations. The corresponding plasma frequency ω p is

ω 2p =

Ne2
ε 0 me

(C.1)

Here N is the number density of atoms and e, me and ε 0 have their usual meaning.
This expression can be used to write the refractive index of a metal as
⎛ω ⎞
n 2 = 1− ⎜ p ⎟
⎝ω ⎠

2

(C.2)

At a photon frequency ω below the plasma frequency the expression for n 2
becomes negative. The refractive index at these frequencies is thus complex and the
metal will strongly absorb the radiation. Above the plasma frequency the metals
become transparent. In what follows we allow for a complex refractive index by
writing

ñ = n + ik

(C.3)

with real n and k . We are interested in the phase change upon reflection on a metal
with a parallel-polarized beam. The corresponding Fresnel equation reads

rp =

n2 cos(α 1 ) − n1cos(α 2 )
n2 cos(α 1 ) + n1cos(α 2 )

(C.4)

The index 1 is referring to air, the index 2 to the metal. In the following we set n1 = 1 ,
and omit the indices in n2 and in α 1 . The only unknown in this equation is cos(α 2 ) .
Applying Snell’s equation we can write
sin(α 2 ) =

sin(α )
n

(C.5)

Trigonometry tells us how to link sine and cosines functions and we finally obtain

APPENDIX

rp =

n cos(α ) − 1− (sin(α ) / n)2
n cos(α ) + 1− (sin(α ) / n)

2

=

n 2 cos(α ) − n 2 − sin(α )2
n 2 cos(α ) + n 2 − sin(α )2

This last expression depends on the energy via n() .
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